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In an attempt to divorce ourselves
from the cliche senior chronology of the highlights of the past years,
this year's Peddler staff has published a Tech sans splendor.
Your acquaintance with fervent memories of the Tech man may seem trivial;
his professors may appear unmartyred;
his atmosphere may look staid.
However, that guy down the hall is this school's substance,
and his life, ad hoc, is this book.
We present to you, in the limits of photography and expense,
our Tech,
in its own Worcesterian ether,
wearing its sweatshirt rather than its tux.
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O Worcester, j#// multi-hilled microcosm,
for a century you have borne the burden of a peddler's dream.
—
You have given us birth,
you have catered to our whims,
you have prided in the fruits of our growth,
though your own brow withers with age.
And like all sons,
we look up to thee with fervor,
despite an 18th century facade
and the nocturnal mutterings of industry.
How can we best express
our admiration
for your "All American" character.
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From the same gene,
that bequeathed us Boynton, the father,
Goddard, the son,
and the Holy Cross,
this Institute did sprout.
On the back of a peddler's tin-cart,
the Tech came to Worcester,
a suburbia of eternally surfaceless streets.
And as the scars grew deeper,
Boynton's Utopia flourished.
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Behold, dear Worcester,
the multitude of growth.
Behold the face,
you once knew,
mask itself for a efmodern man. 9
/Take pride in our progress
and give us your children,
so that we can show them the same.
And when all these are accomplished,
maybe we will be as famous
as that place in Cambridge.
Amidst the crafts of the architecture,
the human stuff that binds the Poly to the Technic
can be found about this hilled community.
"Hail to the Chief"
whose image now before the engineer radiates;
. .
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. . . and to those secretaries
who tend to do the same.
And to you whom we know
not in the classroom,
our monument to your dedication.
yBut the school we exploit
are those guys with decrees,
those odd looking and funny sounding denizens of academics.
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Frightening as they sometimes seem,
they are men,
though some people can never accept this fact.

Daily we tap their minds for answers
wondering at their endurance capacity.
Could I ever hope to be so omniscient,
so dedicated?
But academics is a strange creature.
Perhaps it is some wondrous fount
that sputters the memoirs of Newton,
Planck,
Einstein,
or even, at times, Hefner.
Or is it a blackbox
in which we cautiously entered with naive conceptions,
to emerge with proud reasons
for greater ignorance.
But in the final analysis,
academics is that thing
for which the engineer works the hardest,
hates the most,
does the least with,
and get the most money for.
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In his eyes,
HE is the world,
since he knows all the formulas for it.
And though he finds little use for
e. e. cummings and existentialism, . .
.
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his final steps of glory may still get him to the moon.
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The Techman
is truly an odd fellow,
since bis vocabulary is rarely called for
or understood.
In the routine of the day,
he confronts you
either wearing his snap-tab collar and loafers,
or no collars and sneakers. Hi
His interests range widely from radios to TV's.
His religion is his intuition,
his love is his own conceit for curiosity,
and his influence is the universe.
His attitude is a two-headed monster;
either he doesn't give a damn for the status quo,
or he curses everything from Newton to dorm food.
The daily prayer of the engineer
beckons for some revelation of the purpose to all these trivialities,
a purpose that drives professors to lecture
before a hall full of confused,
passive,
or sleeping individuals.
But the pride of the engineer makes him linger on,
hopefully to get the most out of the exorbitant prices
he paid for what he learns.
The son of the Institute
is a natural victim
to a century of tradition.
Without qualms,
he will drop his slide rule
and studies
to either seek status
or engage in a rush for paddles.
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Psychologically
he is driven to fight
even for the ostensible dignity.
He moves with his class
and rivals with a heritage
that John Boynton never dreamed about.
And more infamous than the hallowed customs
is his joust with eqoes that taunts him
to rush for a bridge
or wade through two hundred yards
of mud-bottomed Institute Pond dragging a rope.

In the aggregate of the student spirit,
when the effigy to be burned
is not a member of the other class,
a Techman is loud.
Sometimes unconscious of the purpose of the annual rallies
and the stentorian they raise,
the engineer will revel in ignorant bliss.
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He may be aware of the opponent,
yet at times,
forgets his own plight.
"Fight, Team, Fight,"
then hope for the best tomorrow.

"A man of strife and a man of contention'
but Oh, those referees.
And, when the tussle is done,
and the crowd has dissolved,
the battle picks up somewhere else.
We may deemphasize the sportsman
here at Tech;
still, he can carry a ball,
though a degree is more desired.
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Yet we want our teams, our men, to be our own Tech engineers even in organized play.
Hi I
No school is complete without a team on its call-card.
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As for those who believe traditional enthusiasm is deceased,
we look to some of the crowds.
Indifference and lethargy mumble silently in the stands.
But let us keep in mind
that sincerity in a Tech-Clark basketball game
is more than beer at a Harvard-Yale free-for-all.
Tech does mean a lot to its fans,
though frequent satisfaction in victory is rare.
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Whether contending for headlines in the Worcester Telegram
or casually loosening sinew,
a warm day in the park with bat
or a friend
can detain the problems of light being a wave or a particle.
"Ah, Spring,"
a time for therapy,
a casual look to Nature,
a savory taste of life.
Although Vance Packard
would probably turn his back to us,
ne traditionally organize.
We become Greeks.
We still do not understand why,
although, of course,
we intend to someday exploit the fringe of benefits
so idyllically set forth in the creeds we had to memorize.
There really were some common ideals
among those bearded men
who schemed so long in candle-Jit cellar nooks
in hope of casting the Greek order.
Whether fraternal spirit
is tempered with a pledge pin
or a floor mop,
the natural compellent to loyalty
is in the marrow of the individual.
And those few who damn us
with faint praise
will never fathom
what keeps the house basketball team dribbling
or the living room rug so tidy.
In a more practical light,
how are we ever going to learn to drink beer,
or meet with girls?
We seek silent pleasures
society would te?nporarily deprive us of,
since Bacchanal
and the Intellect
just don't mix.

Though vicarious pleasures fondle the human needs,
the fraternity man has always been restraint.
We believe fraternities are good;
so does the administration,
and the cops.
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IF^ are not the innocuous ethnic class
no one ever hoped us to be:
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. . . only a band of angels
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with dirty faces
lamenting with a mouthful of adolescence.
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In the bluer light of our makings,
an occasional formality is made;
we don a tux.
Though a prom or a ball
demands less than a closer shave
or an extra waff ofafter-shave lotion,
we adapt easily to gentle moods.
And though our fondest recollections
of the moments of music and dance
usually hit us during physics lectures,
we hardly forget the bills we paid.
50
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In the countenance of joy
or the surprise of a queen,
we recollect a time.
We scan a year,
a day,
a night.
Soon the tide of faces,
and laughter
drifts into oblivion.
Vi
A year's day-long has come to rest.
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To William Grogan . . .
scholar and teacher,
faculty advisor
to many organizations,
servant of Worcester Tech
for seventeen years,
we dedicate this book.
As a student,
instructor,
and professor,
he always displayed
his loyalty to W.P.I.
For his service to the institute,
his interest in the student body,
his warm friendly counsel,
we choose to honor him.
May this book
in telling the story of Tech
in some small way
convey to him
a token
of our appreciation.

Harry Purnell Storke
the president of the institute
To be president of a college
a man must be aware of all activity.
He must be understanding, yet firm.
He must learn to live in dilemma,
yet he must make the right decisions.
He must tolerate criticism
from those less capable.
He must mediate between
staid faculty and callow youth.
He stands alone.
|
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the administration
Dean M. Lawrence Price
Vice-President and
Dean of Faculty
Dean Donald Graham Downing
Dean of Students and of Admissions
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Dean Ernest William Hollows,
Associate Dean of Students and of Admissions,
and friends
Professor Richard Freeman Morton
Associate Dean of Faculty,
Director of Summer School and
Evening Programs
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Dean Francis William Roys
Vice-President, Dean Emeritus and
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Warren Bosley Zepp
Alumni Association, Secretary-Treasurer
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Anthony Joseph Ruksnaitis
Superintendent of Building and
Grounds
David Elmer Lloyd
Business Manager
Athena Pappas
Registrar
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Ross Alger
Director of Development
Ernest Merton Sweene>
Manager of Residential H
Bonnie-Blanche Schoonover
Librarian
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William Foley Trask
Director of Placement and Techniques!
Professor Arthur Julius Knight
Consultant for Building and Planning
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board of trustees
PHILIP M. MORGAN
Chairman
JOHN W. COGHLIN
Secretary
CHANDLER W. JONES
PHILLIP R. DELPHOS
F. HAROLD DANIELS
MILTON P. HIGGINS
LEONARD M. KRULL
ROBERT W. STODDARD
JAMES C. WALKER
HARRY P. STORKE
FRANCIS W. ROYS
REV. JAMES N. McCUTCHEON
REV. DR. WALLACE W. ROBBINS
REV. GORDON M. TORGERSEN
THOMAS L. COUNIHAN
PARIS FLETCHER
Vice Chairman
ROBERT D. HARRINGTOr
Treasurer
ARTHUR W. KNIGHT
ARCHIBALD B. HOSSACK
CHARLES R. MICHEL
PETER W. BROUWERS
WILLIAM E. HANSON
WAYNE E. KEITH
J. NORMAN ALBERTI
EARL C. HUGHES
DWIGHT E. JONES
CARL W. HEDBERG
BURTON W. MARSH
GEORGE W. SMITH, JR.
in memonam
He was
an intelligent speaker,
an engaging personality,
an honorable and honored man,
a friend to the student.
He was
Professor Harry B. Feldman
He will be remembered.

tech's departments
they say
"he is a teacher"
which means he imparts information
so others might learn;
or "he is an instructor"
which means he methodically
encourages imitation;
or "he is an educator"
which means he stimulates the
capacities of the individual.
why not say
"he is a craftsman and an architect?"
he builds men.
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chemistry & chemical
engineering
HBI^B^H
Professor Wilmer LeRoy Kranich
Head of Department
some of us mix PRETTY STUFF in funny bottles . . .
Seated: Dr. Frederic Butler;. Dr. Charles Shipman; Dr. Wilmer Kranich; Dr. David Todd; Professor James
Huheey. Standing: Dr. Kenneth Roettger; Mr. Jean Letendre; Professor John Petrie; Dr. Wilbur Bridgman;
Professor John Meader.
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many times we drink it .
ACHERS
First Row: C. Borden; P. Conlin; S. Kaufman. Second Row: R. Allen; P. Cahalen; J.
Mielinski. Third Row: R. Keirstead; M. Kulig; A. Allegrezza; P. Chutoransky.
A.I.Ch.E.
First Row: R. Maddocks; J. Goselin; J. Hartman. Second Row: D. Gendron; P. Ulcickas; R. Kostka; R.
McGee; E. Curtis. Third Row. D. Kerr; A. Allegrezra; G. Adams; J. Machonis; E. laccarino; R. Varey.
. . . sometimes we DO NOT TOUCH . . ,
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civil engineering
Professor Carl Henry Koontz
Head of Department
. . . some say we're DAMNED . . .
Seated: Professor Carl Meyer; Professor Armand Silva; Professor Joseph Sage; Professor Carl Koontz.
Standing: Professor Richard Lamothe; Mr. Frank DeFalco; Dr. E. Russell Johnston, Jr.; Professor Fattah
Chalabi.
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. . . but after surveying the situation .
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. . . we just end up STONED . . .
A.S.C.E.
First Row: G. Vittas; D. Nevers; C. Goddard; D. Bova; N. Teshoian; J. Stockhaus; Yuk-Shing Chan. Second
Row: K. Johnson; D. Healy; A. Luhtala; R. Dominguez; E. Fratus. Third Row: J. Posti; D. Hermann; K.
Olsen; B. Wells; P. Frazier.
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electrical engineering
Glen A. Richardson
Head of Department
. . . or come to the SHOCKing conclusion . .
.
First Row: Professor Owen Kennedy, Jr.; Professor Gilbert Owyang; Dr. Romeo Moruzzi; Professor William
Grogan. Second Row: Professor Richard Beschle; Mr. Donald Eteson; Dr. Glen Richardson; Professor
Russell Krackhardt; Dr. Hobart Newell; Professor William Wadsworth; Professor Douglas Howes; Professor
George Stannard.
. . . that RESISTANCE is futile . . .
A.I.E.E.
Front: E. Craugh; J. St. Germain; W. Pobzeznik; J. Clark; T. Newman; R. Armata; P. Burkott; E. Gosling;
J. Erickson; J. Brosnihon. Back: A. Potvin; G. Tammi; A. Goddard; W. Kaszeta; P. Ramsden; M. Cross.
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. . . 50 tf^ 5^/7/ get LOOPed . . .
H.E.E.
. Eldridge; D. Snay; J. Keating;
\. Akerson; R. Pueschel; J. Daily;
\. Clavien; K. Backer; K. Olsen.

mathematics
Professor Elliott J. Buel
Head of Department ...yet we COMPUTE . .
First Row: Professor Edward Brown; Professor Richard Cobb; Professor William Hardell. Second Row:
Professor John Van Alstyne; Professor Bernard Howard; Mr. Richard Olson; Professor Vincent Connolly.
Third Row: Mr. Warren E. Chase; Professor Ramon Scott; Professor Gordon Branche. Fourth Row: Professor
Ralph Nelson; Professor Elliott L. Buell.
• • . that as time
FLIES by,..
CALCULUS
<th mt,slyt„ qmammtry
. . . the SIMPLE things are . . .
mi-Simple Group
t Row: R. Craig; D. Kagan;
Ong; J. Oldziey. Second
v: G. Elko; A. Brodeur; A.
is; K. Bell. Third Row: R.
vak; F. Walton.

mechanical engineering
Professor Donald Nelson Zwiep
Head of Department
. . . what DYNAMICally affects . . .
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First Row: Professor Bernard Wellman; Professor Leslie Wilbur; Professor Donald Zwiep; Professor Kenneth
Merriam; Professor Frank Finlayson. Second Row: Professor Roy Bourgault; Professor Frederick Anderson;
Professor Herbert Yankee; Professor Thorn Hammond; Professor Robert Hall; Professor Kenneth Scott;
Mr. Alden Roys; Professor Roger Borden. Third Row: Professor Harold Corey; Professor Carlton Staples;
Professor Ray Johnson; Professor John Whenman; Professor Walter Kistler; Mr. William Peirce; Professor
Hartley Grandin; Professor Raymond Hagglund.
. .
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our INFLUENCE FACTOR
i.M.E.
I Row: F. Kennedy; P. Morrissette; D. Heath; R. Desmond. Second Row: W. Roach; D. Nordin; A.
'man; W. Kaszeta; E. Stoutenberg; R. Wagner; T. Modzelewski; S. Mozden. Third Row: D. Woodman;
Woodilla; J. Ostrowski; F. Scofield; H. Owlett.
. . . and the final
TURN of our philosophy . . .
X*
physics
Professor Allan Elwood Parker
Head of Department
. . shows us it is not the PHYSICAL . . .
Seated: Dr. Louis Granath; Professor Kurt Mayer; Dr. Allan Parker; Professor Richard Morton; Dr. John
Johnson. Standing: Professor Jerald Weiss; Professor Donald Howe; Dr. Benjamin Wooten; Professor
Raymond Goloskie; Professor Harold Hilsinger; Mr. George Riley; Professor John Wild; Dr. Ralph Heller;
Mr. Robert Long.
. . . but the completely abstract view . . .
YWTXW,
A. I. P.
First Row: R. Pickett; R. Molbon; R. Gowdy. Second Row: B. Mocabee; R. St. Onge; T. Pease; H. Sachs;
R. Moore; R. Behn ; F. Czybulka; S. Nogy; S. Noble; Mr. Robert Long.
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. . . that teaches us to take nothing for GRANATH . . .
TfM
economics, government
and business
Professor Albert J. Schweiger
Head of Department
ECHOING . . .
Sealed: Professor Nicholas Onorato; Pro-
fessor Joseph Zimmerman; Professor Albert j&
Schweiger. Standing: Professor Thaddeus
Roddenberg, Mr. Richard Aronson.
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. . . from the lighter
side of life . . .
93
english
Professor Edwin Higginbottom
Head of Department
...the Arts, OEDIPUS, KIERKEGAARD, . . .
First Row: Professor Arthur Kennedy, Jr.; Professor Edwin Higginbottom; Professor Theodore Packa
Second Row: Professor James Hensel; Professor William Sellers; Mr. Harold Gotthclf; Professor Da'
McKay; Mr. George Diamond.
. . . SEX,
riot in the hearts of all men . . .
9!
history &
modern languages
. . . as with all men . . .
Professor Leland L. Atwood
Head of Department
Prof«>\tor lelond Atwood. Standinq Profcuor Claude Scheifley; Profcuor Richard McKey, Jr.;
Prof<-i-.or Arthur Bock; Profenor Donald Johmon.
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. . . we too have a sense for the PAST . . .
97
physical education &
hygiene
Professor Robert W. Pritchard
Head of Department
. . . yet for the present . . .
mm*
Mr Frank Grant; Professor Robert Pritchard; Professor Mcrl Norcroji; Professor Charles
McNylty; Mr. Alan King.
w
. . . a greater SCENT of
man cannot be found . .
.
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military science & tactic
Lieutenant Colonel Gardner Thiele Pierce
Head of Department
. . . nor can a greater sense of MAN . . .
First Row: Captain John O. Mclaughlin; Major Melvin Messcr; Lieutenant Colonel Gardner T. Pierce;
Captain Robert C. Day; Captain Clare R. J. Rogerj. Second Row: Sergeant Vernon E. Johnson; Sergeant
Donald J. Henry; Sergeant John T. Stewart. Third Row: Sergeant William H. Rogers; Sergeant William J.
Ciarneski; Specialist Ernest Piccarillo.
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. . . be EQUALED

tech's students
take a mind,
cleanse it of
arrogance
immaturity
repression,
but not of hunger.
show it a monument
built to, and by, knowledge.
titillate the hunger.
then feed it.
it will devour what is offered.
the mind has grown.
it has become self-sufficient.
give it a home
—the world.
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history of the class
It was a sunny Sunday afternoon, but nobody really
noticed. Perhaps if it had been raining an upperclassman
would have snidely remarked that it was bad omen—
a
warning of an unworthy class. But it wasn't. It was a fine
early fall day, but all of us were too naive and nervous
to read symbolism into the weather.
Was there something prophetic about that day, the day
the class of '63 entered W.P.I.? Probably not. Soon they
were to tell us that we were the smartest and yet the weak-
est class to enter the Institute. This too was not unique, for it
had been the custom for years, and the practice would con-
tinue. Really, we were no different. We wore our beanies
and signs, and would have worn our bow ties had not some
sophomore had a lapse of memory. We fought at the
bridge, sang our songs, knew the best class was '63, out-
numbered the distasteful sophs in the paddle rush, and . . .
And then, LOST the rope pull. "Dreadful." "Impossible."
The Tech News lashed out at the lack of Tech spirit in us
frosh. However our course having been surveyed, no upper-
classman could coerce us to alter our destination. Thus,
caring less for it than a misplaced decimal point, we lost
the Goat's Head trophy. So what! We had never even seen
that silly old animal.
Everything they said about P-101 was true. Everything
they said about their fraternity wasn't. But anything they
said we believed.
We listened in classes, took exams, flunked some, hit a
few, wrote (and/or copied) themes, learned to presennnt
harms, wrote home once a week, pledged or didn't pledge
depending on whether we did or didn't, learned about
being ivy, ate Kelly's food (?), and elected our freshman
officers in a manner that seemed to mock democracy. Thus
passed the first year.
Sophomores, and with it status: defenders of the bridge,
fraternity men, men with "true" Tech spirit and the bow
ties. But a few misread the script. One dawn found the
frosh in possession of the bridge and the ensuing battle
led to the abolishment of this pastime.
During this year, we witnessed the most (or only) excit-
ing athletic contest as undergraduates. Clark stopped at
Tech on its way to the small college N.C.A.A.' basketball
tournament. Had someone cried "fire," only a few in-
valids would have remained alive. Yet perhaps no one
would have heard such a call anyway; for as Smith Bro-
thers stock boomed, the Tech roundballers (used with the
permission of the Tech News) caught the Clark cagers
(please notice the poetic alliteration), forced them into
overtime, and then edged out a victory. On Monday classes
continued as usual.
As sophomores, our spirit got the best of us and with the
hopes of instilling it in them, we handed over to the new class
the Goat's Head. Who'd ever seen the darn animal anyway?
We attended classes, took more exams, wrote our first
formal lab report, started asking questions, wrote home
once a month, made Our decision concerning the Signal
Corps, tried to look ivy 7<ate decent meals at the house, and
saw one Kennedy get elected to office and another ap-
pointed. Half-way.
Now juniors—now upperclassmen—now all classes were
to participate in hazing, but we had too much Tech Spirit
to be troubled with that.
Working hard, we produced the best Junior Prom ever.
Who us brag? Let's examine the record. We lost more
money than any class before.
We cut classes, took harder exams, wrote longer re-
ports, asked dumber questions, thought we looked ivy,
called home once a semester, kidded the frosh about his
meals, practiced for summer camp if we were so inclined,
and elected officers in a civilized manner. One more year.
Now we were seniors, almost ready to move ahead into
the world with vigah. We were captains of teams, presi-
dents of clubs, members of honor societies. On our spongy
shoulders lay the responsibility of correctly orienting the
new class. With the job completed, we wondered, were
we ever that way?
During this year it happened. Someone new to the Insti-
tute, unfamiliar with tradition, failed to hire Herbie Wayne
for the I.F. Ball. With the students rioting, only the assur-
ance of the dean's office that another five year contract
would soon be signed prevented the destruction of Earle
Bridge.
We had seen physical changes in our four years: the
addition to the gym, and the subtraction of its ivy, the
forfeit of a parking lot for the new dorm, Daniels Hall,
the delandscaping of the hill as a result of the elm tree
blight, the new President of the Institute with a day off
from classes for his inauguration, the announcement of a
new Olin Hall of Chemistry to the tune of 1 X dollars, and
the adoption of blue pills over pink as the infallible cure-
all ( especially for indigestion )
.
We forgot about classes, cut exams, handed in labs —
only a week late, didn't ask questions, knew all the an-
swers, gave up trying to be ivy, dropped in at home at
least once during each vacation, saw another Kennedy
elected, and then thanked our instructors, professors, and
parents who made it possible.
Nobody noticed the weather. Nobody cared to look for
an omen. To the class of 1963 it was graduation and that
made it a good day. Roberf D Behn
Class Historian
1 The accuracy of these letters can surely not be verified by
any Tech man of modern vintage.
the senior class
The Class Officers
Seated: Peter Borden, Vice President; Jay Kaminsky, Secretary; Peter Chutoransky,
Treasurer. Standing: Frank Reynolds, Tech Senate; William Zinno, President; Joseph
Mielinski, Tech Senate.
Paul Gregory Abajian
Framingham, Massachusetts
Chemistry "Abby'
Skeptical Chyms. 1, 2, 3, 4.
Gary Adams
Taftville, Connecticut
Chemical Engineering
Cosmopolitan Club 2, 3, 4 ; A.I.Ch.E.
2, 3, 4.
Anthony Elidio
Allegrezza, Jr.
Milford, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering
"Tony"
Glee Club 1, 2, 3, 4; R.O.T.C. 2nd
lt. ; Council of Pres. 4; Shield 2, 3,
Pres. 4.
Walter Marsh Adams
Yonkers, New York
Electrical Engineering
"Walt-
Alpha Tau Omega
Glee Club 1, 2; Maique 1 , 2, 3, 4;
Cheerleader 1 , ?
Raymond Martin Akerson, Jr.
Worcester, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Marty"
Phi Sigma Kappa
Basketball 1; Lacrosse 1.
104
Richard Bryant All
Danielson, Connect
Chemical Engineering
Sigma Phi Epsiloi
Baseball 2; Basketball 1 ; S
3; Swimming 2, 3, Mgr. 4;
2nd It.; A.I.Ch.E. 2, 3, 4.
Walter Gilbert Arell
Dedham, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Wally"
Phi Sigma Kappa
A.I.E.E. 2, 3, 4; Fraternity Vice-Pres.
Robert Kiyoshi Asanoma
Kaneohe, Hawaii
Civil Engineering "Bob"
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Cosmopolitan Club 1; A.S.C.E. 2, 3,
4.
Kenneth Alan Backer
Dunellen, New Jersey
Electrical Engineering
"Ken"
Theta Chi
Who's Who, TBn, IIAE,
HKN, Skull
TECH NEWS 1, 2, 3, Managing Edi-
tor 4; PEDDLER 1, 2, 3, Managing
Editor 4; Class Sec. 2; A.I.E.E. 2,
Treas. 3, 4; Tau Beta Pi Treas.; Eta
Kappa Nu Vice-Pres.
Robert Joseph Bagdis
Worcester, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Bob"
Mfc^*
Ronald Theodore Armata
Chicopee, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Ron"
Theta Chi
TECH NEWS 1, 2; PEDDLER 2, 3, 4;
R.O.T.C. Major; Council of Pres. 4;
A.I.E.E. 1, 2, 3, Pres. 4.
Swimming "W" 3, 4.
Stuart Day Batstone
Worcester, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Soccer 1, 2, 3, "W
3, "W" 4; R.O.T.C.
4; Lacrosse 2,
1st Lt.
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Alfred Henry Barrett
Warwick, Rhode Island
Electrical Engineering
"Al"
Laurence Nelson Bascom
Concord, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering
"Larry"
Phi Gamma Delta
Lacrosse 1, "W" 2, 3, 4; Rifle Club
1, "W" 2, 3; PEDDLER 3; Boyntoni-
ans 1, 2, 3, 4; Band 1, 2; Nautical
Ass'n. 4.
Joseph Vincent Beaulac
Framingham, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering "Joe"
Lambda Chi Alpha
TECH NEWS 1. 2, 3, 4 ; Masque 2;
A.I.E.E. 1. 2, 3, 4.
Charles Milburn Becfc
McKeesport, Pennsylvi
Chemistry "Ch
C. H. S.
Glee Club I, 2, 3, Pres. 4;
cords 1, 2, 3, 4; Council of I
4; Skeptical Chyms. 1, 2,
Chemical Honor Society Sec.
Richard Dikran Bohigian
Worcester, Massachusetts
Physics "Diet
Peter Alfonso Bizzigotti
Huntington Station, NewYc
Civil Engineering "Pet
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Track 1, 2; A.S.C.E.
leader 1, 2.
1, 2; Che
Stanley John Belcinski, Jr.
Seymour, Connecticut
Mechanical Engineering
"Stas"
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Track 1, 2, 3, 4; A.S.M.E. 1,
Cheerleader 1, "W" 2.
Robert Dietrich Behn
?len Rock, New Jersey
;ics "Bob"
Theta Chi
»'s Who, TBO, IIAE, A*tt
LER 1, 2, 3, Editor-in-Chief 4;
|ue 2, 3, 4; Debating Club 1,
es. 3, 4; Council of Pres. 3;
ker 4
; Tech Senate 4; A. I. P. 2,
3, 4; Fraternity Pres.; Class
rian, Tau Beta Pi Vice-Pres.
Joseph Alfred Bellofatto
Natick, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Joe"
Kenneth Curtis Benton
Whitinsville, Massachusett
Chemistry "Ker
C H. S.
Skeptical Chym. 2, 3, 4.
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Carleton Walker Borden, Jr.
Signal Mountain, Tennessee
Chemical Engineering
"Pete"
Phi Gamma Delta
Who's Who. Skull
Soccer 1, "W" 2, 3, Cupt. 4; La-
crosse 1, 2; Varsity Club 2, 3, 4;
Skull, Pres.; A.I.Ch.E. 2, 3, 4; I. F.
Council 3, 4; Class Vice-Pres. 2, 3,
4.
David Paul Bova
Stratford, Connecticut.
Civil Engineering "Dave"
Tau Kappa Epsilon
XE
TECH NEWS 1; A.S.C.E. 2, 3, 4;
R.O.T.C. 2nd Lt.
Albert Joseph Brodeur, Jr.
Worcester, Massachusetts
Mathematics "Al"
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Technicordt 2, 3; Bridge Club 2, 3;
Semi-Simple Group 2, 3.
Daniel Joseph Brosnihan III
Worcester, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Bros"
Phi Kappa Theta
Lacrosse Ij Glee Club Ij Masque 1,
2, 3, 4; A.I.E.E. 2, 3, 4.
Wilfred Ernest Brown III
Elmwood, Connecticut
Electrical Engineering
"Chip-
Radio Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
I OK
Joseph Vito Bucciaglia
Worcester, Massachusetts
Chemistry
TECH NEWS 1, 2; Band 1; Council
of Pres. 4; Skeptical Chyms. 2, 3,
Pres. 4.
Walter James Budzyna
East Douglas, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering "Jim"
HKN
?adio Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
Roger Emil Carlson
Worcester, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Rog"
Phi Gamma Delta
Swimming "W" 1, 2, 3, Co-Capt. 4;
Varsity Club 1, 2, 3, 4; A.I.E.E. 2.
Richard Santi Carrara
North Clarendon, Vermont
Civil Engineering "Dick"
Lambda Chi Alpha
XE
Paul Edward Cahalen
New Haven, Connecticut
Chemical Engineering
"Calhoun"
Phi Kappa Theta
AIIE
TECH NEWS 2, 3, Make-up Editor
4; Boyntonians 1, 2; Band 1, 2;
Nautical Ass'n. 1, 2, 3, Sec.-Treas.
4; R.O.T.C. Capt.; A.I.Ch.E. 1, 4;
Fraternity Vice-Pres.
Donald Leslie Chaffee
Tacoma, Washington
Electrical Engineering
"Don"
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
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James Douglas Clark, Jr.
Fairview, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering "Jim"
Phi Gamma Delta
Tennis I, 2; PEDDLER 3; R.O.T.C.
2nd lt.
;
A.I.E.E. 1, 2, 3, Sec.-Treas.
4.
Thomas Elia Chechile
Springfield, Massachusetts
Civil Engineering "Tom'
10
Peter Chutoransky, Jr.
Hudson, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering "PQ"
Alpha Tau Omega
Who's Who, TBII, C. H. S.
nraz, aw, skull
PEDDLER 3, 4; Masque 1, 2, 3, 4;
Debating Club 2, 3, 4; Nautical
Ass'n. 1, 2, 3, 4; R.O.T.C. Lt. Col.;
Council of Pres. 3, 4; A.I.Ch.E. 2, 3,
4; Class Treas. 1, 2, 3, 4; Pershing
Rifles 1, 2, 3, 4.
Marcel Henri Clavien
Worcester, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Marce"
Phi Kappa Theta
nAE
Track 1, 2, 3, "W" 4 ; Football 1, 3,
• W ' 4 ; TECH NEWS 1, 2, 3, Sports
Editor 4; PEDDLER 2, 3.
Paul Robert Conlin, Jr.
Shrewsbury, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering
Alpha Tau Omega
Masque 3, 4; Radio Club 4; R.O.T.C.
2nd Lt. ; A.I.Ch.E. 1, 2, 3, 4.
=^w^
Arthur Frederick Darley, Jr.
Southbridge, Massachusetts
Civil Engineering "Art"
Tau Kappa Epsilon
A.S.C.E. 2, 3, 4; Newman Club 1.
Richard Thurston Dann
Raynham, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Dick"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Tennis 2, 3, Mgr. 4; Swimming 1,
"W" 2, 3, 4; PEDDLER 1, 2; Glee
Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Technicords 3; Band
1, 2, 3, 4; Bridge Club 2; R.O.T.C.
2nd Lt.
Robert Jay Craig
Smithtown, New York
Mathematics "Bob"
R.O.T.C. 2nd Lt. ; Council of Pres. 4;
Semi-Simple Group 2, 3, 4; Chess
Club 1, 2, 3, Pres. 4.
Edward Peter Craugh
Watertown, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Pete"
Tau Kappa Epsilon
PEDDLER 1; Radio Club 1, 2, 3;
A.I.E.E. 2, 3, 4; R.O.T.C. Major;
Newman Club 1, 2; Fraternity Sec.
James Lawrence Daily
Schenectady, New York
Electrical Engineering
"Jim"
Lambda Chi Alpha
Basketball 1, 2, "W" 3, Co-Capt.
4; Lacrosse 1; Varsity Club 3, 4;
Boyntonians 1; R.O.T.C. Lt. Col.;
I. F. Council 3, 4; Athletic Council
4; Newman Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
Allen Stuart Dale
Uniondale, New York
Mechanical Engineering
"Al"
Alpha Tau Omega
17.T2
Rifle Club 1; A.S.M.E. 2, 3, 4; Per-
shing Rifles 1, 2, 3, 4.
Ill
Albert Dario DeLima
Port of Spain, Trinidad
Civil Engineering "Al"
Phi Kappa Theta
Soccer 1, 3, "W" 4; Lacrosse 1;
Swimming 1; Rifle Club 2; Cosmo-
politan Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Nautical
Assn. 1, 2, 3, 4; A.S.C.E. 2.
Richard Michael Dell Orfano
Melrose, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Dick"
Alpha Tau Omega
Lacrosse 1, 2; Rifle Club 1, 2, 3;
PEDDLER 3; Technichords 3; Masque
1; Debating Club 2, 3, 4; Nautical
Assn. 1, 2, 3, 4; R.O.T.C. 2nd Lt.
3C
h
Of
Robert Miles Desmond
North Haven, Connecticut
Mechanical Engineering
"Bob"
Theta Chi
IITI
Swimming "W" I, 2, 3, 4; Varsity
Club 1, 2, 3, 4 ; PEDDLER 3. 4;
A.S.M.E. 3. Treas. 4 ; A. I. P. 1, 2
Donald Howard Diamond
Worcester, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Don"
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Wrestling 3; R.O.T.C. 2nd Lt. ; Fra-
ternity Sec.
Richard Frank Dominquez
Worcester, Massachusetts
Civil Engineering "Dick"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
XK
Track 1; Football 1, 2; A.S.C.E. 2,
3, 4; Chi Epsilon Pres.
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Stephen Daniel Donahue, Jr.
Shrewsbury, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering
"Steve"
Alpha Tau Omega
Band 1, 2, 3, 4; Masque 3, 4
R.O.T.C. Capt.; A.I.Ch.E. 1, 2, 3, 4
Thomas Michael Donegan
Devon, Connecticut
Electrical Engineering
"Tom"
Phi Gamma Delta
Nautical Ass'n. 1 , 2.
Philip David Edwards
Houston, Texas
Mechanical Engineering
"Dave"
Tech Auto Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
David Ronald Ekstrom
Shrewsbury, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Dave"
Phi Kappa Theta
PEDDLER 3, 4; Newman Club 2, 3,
4.
George Dexter Eldridge
Mattapoisett, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Dexter"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
R.O.T.C. 2nd Lt.; Cheerleader 1;
Lacrosse 2, 3.
David Edward Dunklee, Jr.
Bratleboro, Vermont
Chemistry "Dunk"
C. H. S.
Masque 1; Cosmopolitan Club 1, 2,
3, 4; Skeptical Chms. 2, 3, 4; Chess
Club 2, 3, 4.
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Richard Emil Epstein
Toledo, Ohio
Electrical Engineering
"Dick"
Alan Smith Elias
Fall River, Massachusetts
Mathematics "Al"
Glee Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Technichords
2, 3, 4; R.O.T.C. 1st Lt. ; Semi-
Simple Group 3, 4; Pershing Rifles
1, 2, 3, 4.
Robert Cutler Elwell
Worcester, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Bob"
Glee Club 1, 2; R.O.T.C. Cap*.
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Lawrence Neil Escott
Port Chester, New York
Electrical Engineering
"Larry"
Alpha Epsilon Pi
PEDDLER 3; Radio Club 1, 2; Cosmo-
politan Club 4 ; A.I.E.E. 1, 2, 3, 4.
Norman Fineburg
Portland, Maine
Mechanical Engineering
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Tennis 1, 2; TECH NEWS I, 2;
PEDDLER 1 1 Debating Club 1 , 2, 3,
4; A.S.M.E. 1, 2, 4.
Richard Arlen Garvis
North Grosvenordale,
Connecticut
Mechanical Engineering
"Dick"
Lambda Chi Alpha
Basketball 1; R.O.T.C. Lt. Col.
Carl Joseph Freeman, Jr.
Baltic, Connecticut
Electrical Engineering
"Joe"
Phi Kappa Theta
Track 1, 2, 3, "W" 4; Glee Club
1, 2; A.I.E.E. 1, 2, 3, 4.
Philip Head Foote, Jr.
Maplewood, New Jersey
Mechanical Engineering
"Phil"
Phi Gamma Delta
Nautical Ass'n. 1.
Roger Douglas Flood
Worcester, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Doug"
Phi Gamma Delta
Who's Who, riT2
Cross Country 1, 2; Track "W" 1,
2; Soccer 3; Hockey Club "W" 1,
2, 3, Co-Capt. 4; PEDDLER 2, 3;
Council of Pres. 3, 4; S.S.C. 2;
P.C.F. 2, Pres. 3.
David William France
Maynard, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Dave"
Phi Kappa Theta
TECH NEWS 1, 2, 3, 4; Nautical
Assn. 3, 4; A.S.M.E. 1, 3, 4; S.S.C.
1, 2; Class Treas. 3; Newman Club
1. 2, 3, 4.
Earl Thomas Fratus
Glens Falls, New York
Civil Engineering
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Football 2, 3; Lacrosse 1, 2; A.S.C.E.
2, 3, 4.
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John Henry Geffken
Rockfall, Connecticut
Electrical Engineering
"John"
Lambda Chi Alpha
Rifle Club 1, "W" 2, 3, 4; Camera
Club I, 2, Pres. 3, 4; Council of
Pres. 3, 4; A.I.E.E. 2, 3, 4.
Michael Gerson
Bangkok, Thailand
Civil Engineering "Mickey"
Alpha Epsilon Pi
XE
Cosmopolitan Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
Lee Jay Globerson
Brockton, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
Alpha Epsilon Pi
A.I E E. 3, 4 ; R.O.T.C. Lt. Col.; ?tt-
thing Rifles 1 , 2.
Arthur Eldridge Goddard II
Plymouth, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering "Art"
Radio Club 1, 2, 3, 4, A.I.E.E. 1,
2, 3, 4.
Charles Newell Goddard
Simsbury, Connecticut
Civil Engineering "Charlie"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Who's Who, XE
Track Ij Football 2, 3, Mgr. 4;
Wrestling Club 2, 3, Mgr. 4; Rifle
Club 1; R.O.T.C. Capt. ; Council of
Pres. 4; A.S.C.E. 2, 3, Pres. 4, Chi
Epsilon Vice-Pres.
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Bruce Graham Goodale
West Boylston, Massachusetts
Civil Engineering
XE
Lacrosse 1.
John Howard Goselin
Athol, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering
"Gander"
Theta Chi
Track I, 2; R.O.T.C. Major. A.I.Ch.E.
2, 3, 4.
Robert Henry Gowdy
Rockville, Connecticut
Physics "Bob"
Cross Country 2; Track 1, 2; A. I. P.
2, 3, 4; Newman Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
Ralph Hoyle Griswold
West Boylston, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
Camera Club 1, 2.
Leslie James Hart
North Branford, Connecticut
Electrical Engineering
"Les"
Phi- Kappa Theta
Football 2, 3, "W" 4; Baseball 1,
"W" 2, 3, Co-Capt. 4; Varsity Club
2, 3, 4; TECH NEWS 1, 2;' PEDDLER
2; Fraternity Pres.
Edward Payson Gosling III
Barrington, Rhode Island
Electrical Engineering "Ed"
Theta Chi
Radio Club 1, 2, Pres. 3, 4; Council
of Pres. 3; A.I.E.E. 2, 3, Vice-Pres.
4.
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Gerald William Hartman
Brattleboro, Vermont
Chemical Engineering
"Jerry"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Lacrosse 2; Swimming 2, 3; R.O.T.C.
Capt.
Paul Phillip Hausner
Lynbrook, New York
Mechanical Engineering
Herbert Weldon Head III
Avenel, New Jersey
Electrical Engineering
"Herb-
Phi Kappa Theta
TECH NEWS 1, 2, 3, 4; PEDDLER 2;
R.O.T.C. 2nd It.; Radio Club 1, 2;
A.I.E.E. 4.
18
Dennis Wayne Heath
Avon, Connecticut
Mechanical Engineering
"Denny"
TECH NEWS 1, 2; R.O.T.C. 2nd Lt. ;
Council of Pres. 2, 3, Sec. 4;
A.S.M.E. 2, 3, 4; Newman Club 1,
2, Prei. 3, 4.
Allen Herbert Hoffman
Lunenburg, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Albie"
Alpha Tau Omega
Who's Who, TBI I, CTTZ
Cross Country "W" 2, 3, Co-Capt.
4; Track "W" 1, 2, 3, Co-Capf. 4;
Varsity Club 1, 2, 3, Treas. 4; Tau
Beta Pi Sec; Pi Tau Sigma Treas.
George Bruere Hunt
Trenton, New Jersey
Civil Engineering
m Mr &Am Tlwrm
Harry Alexander Hoyen, Jr.
Worcester, Massachusetts
Chemistry
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Tennis 1, 2; Rifle Club 1; Glee Club
3, 4; Cosmopolitan Club 1 , 2, 3, 4;
Skeptical Chyms. 1, 2, 3, 4.
Richard Littleton Holden
Glastonbury, Connecticut
Electrical Engineering
Alpha Tau Omega
Radio Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Cosmopoli
tan Club 1, 2; A.I.E.E. 4.
Russell Everett Hokanson
Leicester, Massachusetts
Chemistry "Hoke"
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Skeptical Chyms. 1, 2, 3, 4; I. F.
Council 3, 4.
George William Holman
Worcester, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Geo"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Track 1; Football 2; Nautical Ass'n.
3; Tech Auto Club 3.
Philip MacMannus Howe
Princeton, Massachusetts
Chemistry
R.O.T.C. Major; Skeptical Chyms. 4.
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Richard Anthony Joseph
laccbucci
Braintree, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Yack"
R.O.T.C. 1st Lt. ; A.I.E.E. 1, 2, 3, 4;
Newman Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
Frederic James Jacoby
Brookline, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Jake"
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Lacrosse 1 ; Swimming 1 ; Radio Club
I, 2; R.O.T.C. 2nd Lt.; A.I.E.E. 3.
Robert Dennis Jamaitis
Manchester, Connecticut
Electrical Engineering
"Bobby"
Phi Kappa Theta
TECH NEWS 1,
J. P. Choir.
2; Band 1, 2, 3, 4;
Daniel Ira Kagan
Yonkers, New York
Mathematics "Dan"
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Tennis 1, 2; Semi-Simple Group 1,
2, 3, 4; Cheerleader 2, 3.
Edward Joseph Kalinowski
Worcester, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Eddie"
Alpha Tau Omega
1 1 K \
Nautical Ass'n 3; R.O.T.C. 1st Lt.;
A.I.E.E. 2, 3, 4; Newman Club 1,
2, 3, 4.
20
Jay Kaminsky
West Hartford, Connecticut
Electrical Engineering
Alpha Epsilon Pi
HKN
Football 1, 2; Class Sec. 3, 4; Ath-
letic Council Sec. 2.
William George Kanabis
New London, Connecticut
Physics "Bill
Stephen Lawrence Kaufman
Maiden, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering
"Steve"
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Bridge Club 1, 2; Treas. 3, 4;
R.O.T.C. Capt.; A.I.Ch.E. 2, 3, 4.
James Daniel Keating
Hartford, Connecticut
Electrical Engineering
"Jim"
Lambda Chi Alpha
TECH NEWS 1, 2, 3, Circulation
Mgr. 4; PEDDLER 1, 2, 3, 4; Masque
1, 2; A.I.E.E. 2, 3, 4; Fraternity
Pres.
Richard Camp Keirstead
Nashua, New Hampshire
Chemical Engineering
"Sticks"
Lambda Chi Alpha
Basketball 1, 2, 3, "W" 4; Tennis
3, 4; Varsity Club 4; A.I.Ch.E. 1,
2, 3, 4.
Richard Allen Kashnow
Worcester, Massachusetts
Physics "Dick"
Alpha Epsilon Pi
nxnz:
Debating Club 1, 2, 3; R.O.T.C.
Major; A. I. P. 2, 3, 4; I. F. Council
2, 3, 4.
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David Albert Kilikewich
Fitchburg, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Killer"
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Glee Club 1, 2; I. F. Council 3;
Fraternity Prej.
James Moore Kelly, Jr.
Middletown, Connecticut
Mechanical Engineering
"Kel"
Phi Gamma Delta
Hockey 2, 3, Mgr. 4; R.O.T.C. Capt.
A.S.M.E. 3, 4.
Frances Edward Kennedy, Jr.
Rochdale, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Fran"
Phi Kappa Theta
Who's Who, TBII, IIAE, IIT2
Lacrosse 2, 3, "W" 4; Wrestling
Club 2; TECH NEWS 1, 2, 3, Busi-
ness Mgr. 4; PEDDLER 3, 4; R.O.T.C.
Major; Council of Pres. 4; A.S.M.E.
1, 2, 3, Pres. 4; I. F. Council Pres.
4; Newman Club 1, 2, Treas. 3, 4;
Pi Delta Epsilon Pres.; Pi Tau Sigma
Pres.
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Robert Paul Kostka
Whitinsville, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering
"Bob-
Phi Kappa Theta
TECH NEWS 2, 3, 4; A.I.Ch.E. 2, 3,
4.
Frederick Louis William Kubick
Lynbrook, New York
Physics "Kubes"
A. I. P. 2, 3, 4.
=^r^
John Brian Lojko
Littleton, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Jack"
Phi Kappa Theta
IIAE
Soccer 1; TECH NEWS 1, 2, 3, News
Editor 4; PEDDLER 2, 3; R.O.T.C.
Copt.
Walter Allan Lilius
Fitchburg, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Al"
Band 1, 2; Tech Auto Club 1, 3, 4.
Michael Anthony Kulig
Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering
"Mike"
Alpha Tau Omega
Masque 1, 2, 3, 4; A.I.Ch.E. 1, 2,
3, 4.
Roland Bowler Kuehn
Orange, Connecticut
Mechanical Engineering
"Bo-
Phi Gamma Delta
Track "W" 1, 2, 3, 4; Hockey "W"
1, 2, 3, 4; R.O.T.C. 2nd Lt.
Bryan Valmore Leclair
Woonsocket, Rhode Island
Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E. 3; R.O.T.C. Capt.
Ronald Edmund Lemansky
Auburn, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Ron"
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
A.S.M.E. 1, 2, 3, 4.
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Paul Bartow MacCalden
Newtonville, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
Nautical Ass'n. 2, 3, 4.
James William MacFarlane
Springfield, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Mac"
Theta Chi
Band 1, 2, 3, 4;
A.I.E.E. 2, 3, 4.
R.O.T.C. 2nd Lt.
of
Henry Patrick Mclntyre, Jr.
Cromwell, Connecticut
Mechanical Engineering
"Mac"
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
A.I.E.E. 2.
Roger Charles McGee
Worcester, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering
"Rog"
Theta Chi
IIAK. C.H.S
PEDDLER 2, 3, Asst Make up Editor
4
; A I.Ch.E. 2, 3, Sec. 4.
John Roger McGuire
West Haven, Connecticut
Mechanical Engineering
"Magoo"
Phi Gamma Delta
Trock 1, 2, 3, Mgr. 4 ; Soccer 1, 2,
3, "W" 4 ; Rifle Club 1; Nautical
Ann. 1, 2, 3, 4.
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John Machonis, Jr.
Worcester, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering
"Sonny"
Theta Chi
TBII, C.H.S.
Basketball 1; PEDDLER 2, 3, Art Edi-
tor 4; Council of Pres. 4; A. I.Ch.E.
2, 3, Pres. 4.
Roger Hoyt Maddocks
West Boylston, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering
TBII, C H. S.
Cross Country "W" 2, 3, Co-Capt.
4; Track 1, 2; Varsity Club 2, 3;
A.I.Ch.E. 2, 3, 4; Chemical Honor
Society Vice-Pres.
Robert Samuel Magnant
Oxford, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Bob"
Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4; TECH NEWS 1;
PEDDLER 3; R.O.T.C. 2nd Lt.
Robert Michael Malbon
Oxford, Massachusetts
Physics "Mike"
Theta Chi
Swimming 1; TECH NEWS 1, 2;
PEDDLER 1, 2, 4; Council of Pres.
4; A. I. P. 1, 2, 3, Pres. 4.
Thomas Leo Moloney, Jr.
Framingham, Massachusetts
Civil Engineering "Tom"
Phi Kappa Theta
Football "W" 1, 2, 3, Copt. 4; La-
crosse 2, "W" 3, 4; Varsity Club
1, 2, 3, 4; TECH NEWS 1, 2, 3, 4;
PEDDLER 1, 2, 3; A.S.C.E. 2, 3, 4.
James Joseph Magaldi
South Braintree,
Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Jim"
Phi Gamma Delta
Basketball 1,
S.S.C. 1, 2, 3.
2; R.O.T.C. Capt.
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Robert Matthew Martinez
Naugatuck, Connecticut
Mathematics "Bob"
Lambda Chi Alpha
Glee Club 1, 2, 3, 4; R.O.T.C. 1st
It.
Joseph Ralph Mancuso
Wethersfield, Connecticut
Electrical Engineering
"Joe"
Phi Kappa Theta
Basketball 1; TECH NEWS 1, 2, 3,
4; PEDDLER 2, 3, 4.
Richard Carter Marcy, Jr.
Marblehead, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Kit"
Alpha Tau Omega
Wrestling Club 1, 2; R.O.T.C. Capt.;
I. F. Council 3, 4; Fraternity Vice-
Pres.
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Robert Edward Maynard, Jr.
Upton, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Bob"
Phi Kappa Theta
who's who, irrnz, skuii
Track I, 2; Football "W 2, 3, 4,
Varsity Club 2, 3, Sec. 4, R.O.T.C.
Capt.; S.S.C. 4.
Robert Martin Mellor
Whitinsville, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Bob"
Phi Sigma Kappa
4k Stephen Peter Mozden, Jr
'^f West Springfield,
^1 Massachusetts1 ! Mechanical Engineering
"Moz"
• Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Track 2; A.S.M.E. 1, 2, 3, 4.
Philip Albert Morrissette
Linwood, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Phil"
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
IIT2
A.S.M.E. 2, 3, Sec. 4; Pi Tau Sigma
Sec.
Joseph John Mielinski, Jr.
Uxbridge, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering
"Joe"
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Who's Who, Skull
Lacrosse 3, 4; Wrestling 3, 4; Tech
Senate 4; A.I.Ch.E. 1, 2, Vice-Pres.
3, 4; I. F. Council 3, 4; S.S.C. 3;
Newman Club 3, 4; Worcester Area
Intercollegiate Council.
Charles Garabed Menzigian
Haverhill, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Tojo"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Lacrosse I, 2, "W" 3, 4; Wrestling
1, 2; R.O.T.C. Capt.
Alfred Anthony Molinari, Jr.
Worcester, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Fred"
Phi Kappa Theta
Who's Who, TIAE, Skull
Baseball "W" 1, 2, 3, Co-Capt. 4;
Varsity Club 1 , 2, 3, 4; TECH NEWS
1, 2, 3, Editor-in-Chief 4; PEDDLER
1, 2, 3, Copy Editor 4; Council of
Pres. 3, 4.
William Paul Morrison
Pittsfield, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Willie"
A.I.E.E. 2, 3, 4; Shield 1, 2, 3, 4.
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Robert Earl Murphy
Arlington, Virginia
Mathematics "Murph"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Who's Who, A¥fl
Wrestling "W" 1, 2, Capt. 3, 4;
TECH NEWS 2, 3, 4; PEDDLER 2, 3,
Photography Editor 4; Band 1, 2;
Masque 1, 2, 3, 4; Council of Pres.
3; Alpha Psi Omega Pres.
Stephen William Nagy
Coventry, Connecticut
Physics "Naig"
Band I, 2; A. I. P. 2, 3, 4.
David George Nevers
Poughkeepsie, New York
Civil Engineering "Dave"
Alpha Tau Omega
VI".'
Masque 2, 3, 4; R O.T.C. Major;
Council or Pres 3; A.S.C.E. 2, 3, 4j
Pershing Rifles 1, 2, 3, 4.
William Chase Newhall
Worcester, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"News"
Cosmopolitan Club 3, 4.
David Roland Nordin
Orange, Connecticut
Mechanical Engineering
"Dave"
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Cosmopolitan Club 1; A.I.E.E 2;
A.S.M.E. 3, 4.
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Richard John Norton
Lynbrook, New York
Electrical Engineering
"Dick"
UAK
TECH NEWS 3, News Editor 4; Radio
Club 1, 2, 3, Vice-Pres. 4.
Allen Stephen Otis
Marlboro, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering
"Steve"
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Basketball 1; A.I.Ch.E. 2, 3, 4
Bridge Club 2, 3, 4.
Thomas Michael Owens
Worcester, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Mike"
Phi Sigma Kappa
R.O.T.C. 2nd Lt.
Peter Yi-Liang Ong
New Haven, Connecticut
Mathematics "Pete"
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Rifle Club 1; Bridge Club 1, 2, 3,
4; Semi-Simple Group 1, 2, 3, Vice-
Pres. 4.
Kenneth Olsen
Staten Island, New York
Electrical Engineering
"K.O."
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Who's Who, HKN, Skull
Football 1, "W" 2, 3, 4; Lacrosse
1, "W" 2, 3, Capt. 4; PEDDLER 2,
3; S.S.C. 2, 4; Fraternity Pres.; Eta
Kappa Nu Pre*.
Phillip Lee Parmenter
Brockton, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"p2"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Lacrosse 1, 2, 3; Swimming "W" 1,
2, 3, 4; Varsity Club 1, 2, 3, 4;
Nautical Ass'n. 2, 3, 4; A.S.M E.
1, 2, Treas. 3, 4.
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John Paul Pisinski, Jr.
Auburn, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering
"Jack"
Phi Kappa Theta
Track I, "W" 2, 3, Co-Capt.
Football "W" 1, 2, 3, Co-Capt.
Vanity Club I, 2,
2, 3.
4;
4;
3, 4; A.I.Ch.E.
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Daniel Joseph Pender
Aver, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Dan"
Theta Chi
Who's Who, TBn, U1E, IITZ
Soccer 1, 2; Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, "W"
4; Swimming "W" 1, 2, 3, Co-Capt.
4; Varsity Club 1, 2, 3, 4; TECH
NEWS I, 2, 3, 4; PEDDLER 1, 2, 3,
Make-up Editor 4; Masque 1, 2, 3,
4; Nautical Assn. 1, 2; R.O.T.C.
Capt.; A.S.M.E 3, 4; I. F. Council
3, 4; Fraternity Vice-Pres.; Athletic
Council Vice-Pres. 3; Pi Tau Sigma
Vice-Pres.
Robert Arnold Pickett
Paxton, Massachusetts
Physics "Bob"
Masque 1; Cosmopolitan Club 1,
2, 3, Pres. 4; A.I. P. 1, 2, 3, Vice-
Pres. 4; Council of Pres. 4.
Edward Arthur Platow
Bayside, New York
Electrical Engineering "Ed"
Theta Chi
TECH NEWS 1, 2; PEDDLER 3, A,
Mosque 3, 4; R.O.T.C. Capt.
Edward Joseph Polewarczyk
Lancaster, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering "Ed"
R.O.T.C. Capt.; A.I.E.E. 1, 2, 3, 4.
Donald Bruce Robertson
Framingham, Massachusetts
Civil Engineering "Puffy"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Who's Who, IIAE, YITTIZ
Baseball 2; Soccer 2, 3, Mgr. 4;
TECH NEWS 2, 3, Managing Editor
4; PEDDLER 1, 2, 3, 4; R.O.T.C 2nd
lt. ; A.S.C.E. 2, 3, 4; S.S.C. 3, Chr.
4.
Alan Redington Roberts
Manchester, New Hampshire
Electrical Engineering "Red"
Lambda Chi Alpha
Track 1, "W" 2, 3, 4; Wrestling
Club 1; Debating Club 1; P.C.F. 1,
2.
Roger Wellington Read
Wollaston, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Rog"
Theta Chi
Swimming "W" 1, 2, 3, 4; Varsity
Club 1, 2, 3, 4; TECH NEWS 1, 2;
PEDDLER 1, 2; Camera Club 1, 2.
Ronald Carl Pueschel
Holyoke, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Ron"
Phi Gamma Delta
Track 1; Boyntonians 1, 2, 3, 4;
Band 1, 2, 3; Nautical Assn. 1, 2;
R.O.T.C. 2nd Lf.
; Council of Pres. 3,
4; A.I.E.E. 1, 2, 3, 4; P.C.F. 1, 2,
3, Pres. 4.
Frank Stanley Reynolds
Worcester, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Frank"
Who's Who, TBH, HKN
Tennis 1; Tech Senate 4; A.I.E.E. 1,
2; Shield 1, 2, 3, 4; R.O.T.C. 2nd
Lt.
Richard Morse Robbins
Orange, Massachusetts
Mathematics
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Terrence Glenn Ryan
Boylston, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Terry"
Radio Club 1
.
Gerard Joseph St. Germain
Spencer, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Gerry"
Theta Chi
HAE
Baseball 2, 3, Mgr. 4; PEDDLER
2, 3, Advertising Mgr. 4; Band 1,
2, 3, Pres. 4; Radio Club I, 2, Vice-
Pres. 3, 4; Council of Pres. 4;
A.I.E.E. 1, 2, 3, 4.
Richard Norbert St. Onge
Worcester, Massachusetts
Physics "Dick"
Wrestling Club 2, 3, 4; A IP 1. 2,
3. 4
John Joseph Salerno
Valley Stream, New York
Chemical Engineering
"Jack-
Phi Kappa Theta
Tennis t, 2; TECH NEWS 1, 2,
Advertising Mgr. 4.
Joseph Ralph Santosuosso
Medfield, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Joe"
Alpha Tau Omega
Mil
PEDDLER 3, 4; Masque 1, 2, 3, Pres.
4; Council of Pres. 4; A.S.M.E. 4;
Pershing Rifles 1 , 2.
h* «s? f
William John Savola, Jr.
Longmeadow, Massachusetts
Physics "Bill"
Alpha Tau Omega
lacrosse 1; Masque 1, 2, 3, 4;
A. I. P. 1, 2, 3, 4.
Henry Bernard Schroeder, Jr.
VVantagh, New York
Electrical Engineering
"Wanka"
Phi Kappa Theta
Who's Who, TBn, IIAE, HKN
Cross Country 2, 3, 4; Basketball
"W" 1, 2, 3, Co-Capt. 4; Varsity
Club 1, 2, 3, Pres. 4; TECH NEWS
1, 2, 3, Make-up Editor 4; Council
of Pres. 4; Pi Delta Epsilon Treas.
Timothy Michael Shea
Holyoke, Massachusetts
Civil Engineering "Tim"
Phi Kappa Theta
Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, "W" 4; TECH
NEWS 1, 2, 3, 4; Camera Club 1,
2, 3, 4; A.SC.E. 1, 2, 3, 4.
Allan Edward Scherer
Woodmere, New York
Mechanical Engineering
"Ed-
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Basketball 2, 3; Track 3, 4; Rifle
Club 1, 2; TECH NEWS 2, 3, 4;
PEDDLER 3, 4; Debating 1, 2, 3, 4;
R.O.T.C. Capt ; A.S.M.E. 1, 2, 3,
4; Fraternity Sec.
Thomas Arthur Sherrock
Lindenhurst, New York
Electrical Engineering
"Tom"
Theta Chi
PEDDLER 3, 4; Masque 1, 2, 3, 4;
A.I.E.E. 2, 3, 4.
William Richard Schnitzler
Bethesda, Maryland
Mechanical Engineering
"Bill"
Football 2; Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, "W
4; A.S.M.E. 3, 4.
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James Vincent Silvestri
Stratford, Connecticut
Mechanical Engineering
"Jim"
A.S.M.E. 3 ,4; Shield 1, 2, 3, 4;
Newman Club 1, 2, 4.
John Hugo Sistare
New London, Connecticut
Electrical Engineering
Phi Sigma Kappa
Ski Club 2, 3, 4.
Stanley Paul Skola, Jr.
Boylston, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Stan"
Basketball 2; R.O.T.C 1st It.; Shield
3, 4.
John Paul Slovak, Jr.
Old Bridge, New Jersey
Physics "Jack'
Theta Chi
Track 1; Boyntoniam 1, 2.
Dennis Edward Snay
East Brookfield,
Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Denny"
Phi Gamma Delta
Who's Who, Skull
Track 1, 2, 3, Mgr. 4; Basketball
1, 2, 3, Mgr. 4; TECH NEWS 1, 2;
PEDDLER 1, 2; R.O.T.C. 2nd Lt. ;
Council of Pres. 4; Tech Senate 2,
3, Pres. 4; A.I.E.E. 1 , 2, 3, 4; Fra-
tcrnity Pres.
Alan Frank Taubert
Worcester, Massachusetts
Civil Engnieering "Al'
Willard Merton Sweetser, Jr.
Waterbury, Connecticut
Mechanical Engineering
"Bill"
Glee Club 1, 2; Masque 2; Debat-
ing Club 2; Tech Auto Club 1.
Francis Edward Spring, Jr.
Meriden, Connecticut
Mechanical Engineering
"Fran"
IIT2
R.O.T.C. 1st Lt. ; Tennis 1.
Joseph Paul Stakun
Leicester, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Stake"
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Rifle "W" 1, 2; R.O.T.C. Major.
Warren Richard Standley
Beverly, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering
Alpha Tau Omega
Masque 1, 2, 3, 4; R.O T.C. Capt.
A.I.Ch.E. 2, 3, 4.
Carl Christian Stoutenberg
New Britain, Connecticut
Mechanical Engineering
"Chris"
Phi Sigma Kappa
Tech Auto Club 1; A.S.M.E. 2, 3
4.
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Harold Bertram Taylor, Jr.
Marlborough, Connecticut
Electrical Engineering
"Butch"
Theta Chi
Who's Who, IIAZ
Soccer 1, 2, 3, "W" 4; Lacrosse 1,
2, "W" 3, 4 ; TECH NEWS 1, 2, 3,
4; PEDDLER 1, 2, 3, Business Mgr.
4; Masque 1, 2, 3, 4; A.I.E E. 1,2,
Sec. 3, 4; Varsity Club 3, 4.
Nishan Teshoian
Worcester, Massachusetts
Civil Engineering "Nish"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
R.O.T.C. Capt.
David Anderson Tone
Scarsdale, New York
Mechanical Engineering
"Dave"
Lambda Chi Alpha
Band 1, 2, 3, 4.
John Ralph Tufano
Worcester, Massachusetts
Chemistry "John"
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Hockey Mgr. 2; Glee Club 3;
R.O.T.C. 2nd Lt. ; Skeptical Chyms.
1, 2, 3, 4.
Henry Peter Torcellini
Orange, Connecticut
Civil Engineering "Hank"
Lambda Chi Alpha
A.S.C.E. 3, 4.
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Paul William Ulcickas
Nashua, New Hampshire
Chemical Engineering
Track 1; TECH NEWS 1, 2, 3, Ass't.
Circulation Mgr. 4; Cosmopolitan
Club 1, 2, 3, Vice-Pres. 4; A.I.Ch.E.
2, 3, 4.
Robert Dawson Varey
Wayland, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering
"Bob"
Phi Gamma Delta
Track 1; Soccer I; TECH NEWS 1
;
PEDDLER 1; A.I.Ch.E. 1, 2, 3, 4.
George Peter Vittas
Long Island City, New York
Civil Engineering "Spider"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Who's Who, IIAZ, Skull
Football 1, 2, 3, "W" 4; Lacrosse
1, "W" 3, 4; Varsity Club 3, 4;
TECH NEWS 1, 2, 3, Sports Editor
4; PEDDLER 2; R.O.T.C. Major;
Council of Pres. 4; Tech Senate 3;
A.S.C.E. 2, 3, 4; Athletic Council
Pres. 4.
Richard Kenneth Wagner
Berne, New York
Mechanical Engineering
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Basketball 1; Soccer 2; Lacrosse 1.
Gerald David Waxman
Valley Stream, New York
Physics "Jerry"
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Lacrosse 1 ; R.O.T.C. Capt.; A. I. P.
1, 2, 3, 4; Pershing Rifles 1, 2;
Fraternity Pres.
James Arthur Velezis
Waterbury, Connecticut
Mechanical Engineering
Lambda Chi Alpha
TECH NEWS 1, 2; PEDDLER 1, 2, 3,
Ass't. Managing Editor 4; R.O.T.C.
2nd Lt.
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Mitchell Elliot Weingrad
East Rockaway, New York
Civil Engineering "Mitch"
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Wrestling Club 1, 2; A.S.C.E. 1, 2,
3, 4; R.O.T.C. 2nd Lt.
Kenneth Carlisle West
Honolulu, Hawaii
Electrical Engineering
"Ken"
Phi Sigma Kappa
Track 1, 2; Camera Club 1,
Cheerleader 1 , 2.
Roger Edward Weiss
Worcester, Massachusetts
Physics "Rog"
Alpha Tau Omega
Glee Club 1, 2, 3, 4; A. I. P. 1, 2,
3, 4.
BH
Gordon William Whitten
Sutton, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Gordy"
A.I.E.E. 2, 3, 4; Shield 2, 3, 4.
Donald Minuse Wood II
Worcester, Massachusetts
Chemical Engineering
"Woody"
Masque 1
.
David Edward Woodman
Beverly, Massachusetts
Mechanical Engineering
"Wood"
Alpha Tau Omega
Glee Club 1, 2; Masque 1, 2, 3, 4;
Nautical Ass'n. 1, 2, 3; A.S.M.E.
3, 4.
Marvin Frederic Woodilla
Torrington, Connecticut
Mechanical Engineering
"Marv"
Lambda Chi Alpha
Glee Club I, 2; A.S.M.E. 3, 4.
Harold Hampton Wright
Natick, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Harry"
Alpha Tau Omega
Boyntonians 1, 2, 3, 4; Band 1,
3, 4; Masque 3, 4.
William Charles Zinno
Webster, Massachusetts
Electrical Engineering
"Bill"
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Who's Who, nTHZ, Skull
Track 1; Football 1, 2, "W" 3, 4;
Basketball 1; Varsity Club 3, 4;
PEDDLER 3; R.O.T.C. Col.; Tech Sen-
ate 2, 3, 4; I. F. Council 4; Class
Pres. 2, 3, 4.
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in memonam
John J. Coughlin
Restricted in all activity because of illness . . .
yet always with a smile and a friendly hand . . .
and the sympathy for others that comes only from
one who suffers most.
Stephan J. Smith
His calling . . . the challenge of a mountain . . .
and a love for adventure.
A sudden storm, a stranded party of ten and
the leader must find a way . . . but cold and wind
and snow can take even life . . .
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the iunior class
4% W «*.
The Class Officers
Standing: Lawrence Hull, Tech Senate; Barry Kadets, President;
Bradley Gale, Tech Senate. Seated: Arthur Bodwell, Treasurer;
David Wait, Secretary; David Helming, Vice President.
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the sophomore class
The Class Officers
Sta
Rob
Giu
lnhn ,<e || v Tech Senate; Phillip Ryan,
Tech Senate;
^ahinpSe'n' Seated: Robert Howes, Secretary; Pool
,.., Vice President; George
Mitschang, Treasurer.
A
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The Class Officers
Jon Pardee, Chairman; John Braun, Tech Sen-
ate; Joseph Passaro, Tech Senate.
the freshman class

athletics
hours of hard work
body-wrenching, heart-breaking
work.
studying, training, hoping, dreaming—
and the compensation—
the thrill of a win,
the satisfaction of success,
the adulation of the crowd
which roars with delight.
but not here, the crowd's roar
is merely a whisper,
de-emphasis rules
and the result is defeat.
but don't pity the Tech athlete.
he has known victory too, and has known
satisfaction,
even in defeat.
he has fought a good fight,
be proud of him.
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First Row: Spider Vittas, Bill Shields,
Denny Gellant, Bill Zinno, Paul Vajco-
vec, Tom Moloney, Ken Olsen, Bob
Maynard, Dick Ryczek, Jack Kelly, Les
Hart. Second Row: Ron Green, Al
Giannotti, Hal Forest, Danny Gorman,
Greg Berry, Mario Tama, Art Bodwell,
Ron Rusfigian, Bruce Weber, Stan Szy-
manski, Ron Gemma, Marcel Clavien.
Third Row: George Lemmon, Bud West,
Pete Kudless, Rolli Corwin, John Hart,
Mike Portanova, Jesse Stalker. Fourth
Row: Denny Flannery, Bob Dolan, Kyle
Ondricek, Lenny Yappel, Bob Coates,
Jim Cocci, Bob Kullas, Joe Crupi.
Standing: Charlie Dufour, Pat Moran,
Paul Giusti, Mark Oliver, Bill Bentley,
Gerry Lucas, Ron Crump, Charlie God-
dard, Coach McNulty, Coach Pritch-
ard, Coach Norcross, Coach Bisceglia,
Bob Sinuc, Paul Peterson, Ron Tata,
Gerry Morris, Joel LaCava, Roy Ku-
saba, Don Hazen.
Give us the coach . . .
football
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. . and some stalwart young men . . .
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. . . grant them endurance . . .
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. . . that they might win —
148
even in defeat;
149
and
they
will
play
on
.
. .
. . . some cheered
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soccer
First Row: Jim Gaffney, Bob Richmond, Bob Najaka, Pete Tancredi, Harold Taylor, Pete Borden,
Pete Williamson, Carl Youngman, Bud Watson, Tak Tsujita. Second Row: Coach King, John
McGuire, Dick Case, John Camera, Steve Churchill, Albert DeLima, Pete Collette, Ken Driscoll,
Steve Harvey, Butch Altenburg, Tom Ganley, Asst. Coach Mackechnie. Third Row: Dick Downe,
Phil Bachelder, Jim Maroney, Larry Nelson, Mike Maurd, Walt Hipp , Bruce Young, John Giese,
Hal Connell. Fourth Row: Gonzalo Trochez, Roman Sywak, Joe Acker, Don Robertson, Steve
Kimani, Rog Flood, Al DiPietro, Jack Wilson, Dick Dresser, Charlie Zisch.
by team-mates,
MMi Jk i
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cross country
52
First Row: Jack Ryder, Dick Cox, Bob
Garrison, Al Hoffman, Dave Monks, Brad
Bradley, Jan Moran. Second Row: Edgar
Rundlett, Jim Fee, Mai White, Bob Hawes,
Len Weckel, Desha Beamer, Denny Snay.
Third Row: Coach Sanella, Steve Brownell,
John Apostolos, Marty Cosgrove, Dave
Stone, Dick Piasecki, Don Sundberg, Tom
Pease, Phil Giantris.
some
in
silence,
relay
Kneeling: Brian Sinder, Bill Wan-
die, Al Hoffman, Dave Monks, Bob
Hawes. Standing: Coach Frank
Sanella, Jan Moran, Marty Cos-
grove, Greg Garach, len Weckel,
Ray Jacques, Don Sundberg.
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some basking in the . . .
**iT* B
basketbali The Varsity Squad. Seated: Dave Larue, Tom Ganley, Jim Daily, HenrySchroeder, Dick Keirsted. Standing: Manager Dennis Snay, Larry
Penoncello, Dave Helming, Pete Dornemann, Bill Nims, John Braun,
Bill Shields, Walt Lankau, Coach McNulty.
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. . . frenzied clamor . . .
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. . . of encouragement and adulation,
58
The Junior Varsify Squad. Seated: Fred Thorn, Ojars Silarajs, John
Dyckman, Ron Hayden, Larry Phillips, Don Foley. Standing: Coach
Norcross, Jeff Wickeri, Bob Lisauskas, Tom Benoit, Jack Wilson,
George Elko, Darrel Kost, Jeff Bailey, George Stevens, Carl Youngman.
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swimming
Second Row: Rog Read, Bob Rounds,
Bill Lightfoot, Bud Usich, Randy
Burr, Pete Oberbeck, Dave Gen-
dron. First Row: Bob Holt,
Jim
Nystrom, Dan Pender, Al Moksu,
Dick Holler.
1111 iisr i
. .
.
without attention,
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Yet,
despite occasional . . .
Dirk deWinter, Steve For-
mica, Dick Farrell, Ed Fal-
kowski, John Lawson, Pete
Gray.
cheerleaders
W*£^Z$^
. . . indifference,
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wrestling
Firit Row: John Wilton, Bob Curry, Stan Szymaniki, Bob Murphy, Joe Kerriisey, Jim Fee. Second Row:
Ron Tata, Bob Drean, Run Trajlc, Dick Dresier, Joe Mielinski, Jake Jacobson, Jim Clark. Third Row:
Coach Scotf, Al Rivera, Rnlph Fioro, Noil Hackler, Don Hazcn, Rich Piasccki, Ed Rundlett, Don Carlson,
lorry Hull, Charlie Proctor, Manager Bill Inqalls.
the Techman .
finds satisfaction . . .
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on courts, mats,
< -a-
and fields—
' I ,-. I
golf
Jim Carrigan,
Ken Adrian,
Al Burr,
Ben Surowiecki,
Bill Fado,
Bob Belville,
Ed Jacobs,
Coach Butler.
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regardless
of the outcome:
First Row: Stan Belcinski, Dave Adams, Ed Sherer, Rusty Rustigian, Desha Beamer, Dick Cox, Bob Hawes,
Dave Helming, Maurice Silvestris, Paul Keating. Second Row: Ray Jacques, Jack Ryder, Bill Wandle,
Brian Sinder, Jack McGrath, Al Hoffman, Al Potvin, Dave Monks, Carmine Carosella, Bob Garrison, Bud
West. Third Row: Coach Norcross, Al George, Rick Down, Tony Liutkus, Pat Moran, Dean White, Steve
Kimani, Ollie Silarajs, Rod Church, Greg Garach, Cam Johnson, Marty Cosgrove, John lannotti, Jerry
Morris, Steve Cloues, Tom Pease, Phil Keenan.
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be it victory . . .
t
Silting: Larry Hull, Bob Bennett, Art Bodwell, Fred Molinari, Harry Rapelje, Rog
Curtis, Jesse Rulli, Dick Ryczek, Bill Shurbet. Standing: Joe Baldasaro, Mike Dembski,
Carl Youngman, Dave Waite, Paul Nystrom, George Mitschang, Barry Kadets, Mike
Oliver, Tak Tsujita, Doug Gordon, Coach McNulty. baseball
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or defeat—
in the beat of his heart,
I
v
v
*» .
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14
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in the strain of his muscle,
Bob Rudd,
Dick Keirsted,
Bob Stow,
Charlie Peix,
Bill Godwin,
Fred Sonntag,
Tom Homon.
tennis
<
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acrosse
First Row: Red Parmelee, Bill Krein,
Dave Norton, Skip Warr, Al Had-
ley, Tom Conway, Ralph Johanson,
Butch Taylor. Second Row: Dave
McCaffrey, Bob Magnant, Fran
Kennedy, Dan Pender, Stan Koch-
anek, Bill Elliott, Chuck Menzigian,
Ken Olsen, Larry Bascom. Third
Row: Coach King, Bob Brownlee,
Jim Calvin, Hal Forrest, Jack Kelley,
Spider Vittas, Paul Vajcovec, Walt
Lankau, Bill Shields, Bill Zetter-
lund, Terry Furhovden.
or in a whispered,
'Well doner
H

honoranes
all men need recognition;
some deserve it;
a few get it.
all men have ability;
many waste it;
a few use it.
all men try;
many fail;
a few succeed.
not all men have faith;
not even many;
a few do.
there is a minority which has
the faith . . .
the success . .
.
the determination
. .
.
the ability.
they deserve the recognition,
they should be honored.
they are.
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Carleton Borden
Robert Behn
180 Kenneth Backer
? *<3f J.
J?' > »/
Peter Chutoransky
Charles Goddard
Roger Flood
Leslie Hart
181
Francis Kennedy
Ba s
Allen Hoffman
"
. . . in recognition of the merits and
Thomas Moloney
Robert Maynard
182
Joseph Mielinski
Alfred Molinari
accomplishments of these students . . .
1
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Robert Murphy
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Daniel Pender Frank Reynolds
ff
. . .a small reward for
Donald Robertson
Henry Schroeder
*
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Dennis Snay
Harold Taylor
a job well done . . . "
C
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A. KING
George Vittas
William Zinno
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Kenneth Backer
Carleton Borden
Peter Chutoransky Robert Maynard
186
ft
. . . dignity lies in deserving honors
not in possessing them
Joseph Mielinski
Alfred Molinari
Kenneth Olsen Dennis Snay
George Vittas William Zinno
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Kenneth Backer
Robert Behn Peter Chutoransky
Allen Hoffman Fran Kennedy
John Machonis Roger Maddocks Daniel Pender Frank Reynolds
Henry Schroeder
tf
. . . to foster a spirit
of liberal culture . . .
"
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Paul Cahalen Marcel Clavien
Francis Kennedy John Lojko Roger McGee
Alfred Molinari Richard Norton
Daniel Pender Donald Robertson Gerard St. Germain Henry Schroeder Harold Taylor
George Vittas
rr
to recognize
journalistic excellence . . . "
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Kenneth Backer
Walter Budzyna Edward Kalinowski
Jay Kaminsky Kenneth Olsen Frank Reynolds
Henry Schroeder
f
... to advance the profession
of electrical engineering . . .
"
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Allen Dale
Robert Desmond Roger Flood
Allen Hoffman Francis Kennedy Phillip Morrissette
Daniel Pender Francis Spring
ff
. . . to develop . . . a feeling
of sound engineering ethics . . .
"
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CHEMICAL//*
ONOR
SOCIETY
David Dunklee
Kenneth Benton
John Machonis
'±+\k
Charles Beck
Peter Chutoransky
Roger Maddocks
Roger McGee
"
... to reward achievements in
Chemistry and Chemical Engineering . . . '
IV2
rA*<*
David Bova
Richard Carrara Richard Dominiquez
Michael Gerson Charles Goddard
Bruce Goodale
ff
. . . to contribute to the improvement
of the engineering profession . . .
"
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Peter Chutoransky
Richard Kashnow Robert Maynard Donald Robertson
William Zinno
u
. . . for proficiency in all phases
of the military profession . . .
'
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Walter Adams
Robert Behn Peter Chutoransky
Robert Murphy David Nevers Joseph Santosuosso
Warren Standley
ff
. . . for unusual ability and ambition
in furthering the cause of dramatics . .
.
v

activities
the discipline of engineering—
the rigidity of a formula,
the compact beauty of mathematics,
the practical knowledge
of the physical world we live in—
the discipline of engineering.
the mind of the engineer—
technically oriented; well versed
in the operation of a slide rule
and the manipulation of a theory,
ever grasping for more knowledge
and a way to use it—
the mind of the engineer.
but the engineer possesses
also a heart; and more abilities
and interests than can be satisfied
by sheer academics;
he wants to do more; to enjoy
himself, to create in a different world,
he needs diversion,
he needs to escape,
he needs to be active,
therefore he has activities.
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tech senate
J. Pardee; B. Kade»s; W. Zinno; J. Braun; R. Cahill;
J. Kelly; D. Snay; Prof. R. Cobb; J. Mielinski; D.
Robertson; F. Reynolds; R. Behn; J. Passaro; B. Gale.
1%
Dennis E. Snay
Senate President
council of presidents
First Row: P. Fenner; C. Goddard; Prof. H. Corey; D. Heath; R. Behn; R. Amata; A. Molinari; J. St. Germain.
Second Row: J. Bucciaglia; P. Ramsden; J. Day; E. Brabazon; J. Santosuosso; G. Ordway; D. Gendron;
D. Berube; F. Kennedy; P. Chutoransky. Third Row: R. Desmond; R. Flood; R. Pickett; A. Allegrezza;
C. Beck; E. Gulliksen; H. Schroeder; R. Pueschel; R. Craig; R. Peura; G. Vittas.
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w.p.i.a.a.
B. Kadets, J. Daley, Mr. W. Zepp, Prof. E. Higgenbottom, Prof. R.
Prikhard, Prof. A. Knight, G. Vittas, R. Hawes.
interfraternity counci
First Row: W. Zinno, Prof. Claude Schiefley,
Prof. Donald Johnson. Second Row: R. Marcy,
R. Kashnow, T. Modzelewski, R. Ryczek, J.
Daly, R. Armata, J. Mielinski, S. Noble, C.
Borden.
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prom
committee
F. Stone
R. Brown
J. Ryder
D. Gendron
W. Lankau
V. Moroni
D. McCaffrey
R. Ryczek
D. Helming
B. Sinder
T. Newman
G. McGee
B. Gale
B. Ochieano
L. Hull
R. Parzuchowski
student service council
R. Maynard, K. Olsen, D. Schwaber, J. Botop, G. Gosh-
garian, G. McGee, D. Robertson, B. Sinder, A. Low.
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the editors
bob behn ken backer sonny machonis jim velezis
gerry st. germain rog mcgee dan pender fred molinari
butch taylor bob murphy r. frustrations
peddle
the staff
Front Row: R. Holler; W. Behn; W. Fini; W. Pobzeznik; D. Gendron; T.
Newman; R. Zahnke; B. Larsen; E. Killian; W. Ferguson. Back Row: D.
Luber; W. Lightfoot; D. Kerr; E. Santos; G. Ordway; J. Dunn.
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The Editors: Fran Kennedy, John Salerno, John Lojko, Ken Backer,
Don Roberston, Paul Cahalen, Joe Beaulac, Jim Keoting, Dick Norton,
Fred Molinori, Marcel Clavien.
tech news
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The Staff. First Row: W. Dolbow, J. Fee, J. Gracia,
R. Najaka, J. Camera. Second Row: T. Harris, G.
Goshgarian, P. Vajcovec, L. Hull, T. Trafidlo. Third
Row: B. Juhola, R. Arko, J. Malone, C. Desimone.
Fourth Row: P. Bachelder, E. Killian, D. McCaffrey,
G. Morris, M. Dembski. Fifth Row: C. Dorkin, N.
Maroni.
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First Row: A. Elias; W. Wharton; K. Bell; G. Fargo; B. Maccabee
B. Martinez; W. Bowen; J. O'Keefe; J. Lucas; R. Healing; R. White
G. Spires; Mr. Hank Hoakins. Second Row: M. Wenis; C. Hanson
R. Greene; J. Spencer; R. Murphy; H. Hoyen; R. Case; W. Galebach
B. Larsen; D. Beaber; S. Randolph; A. Kochanek. Third Row: J.
Gaffney; G. Whiteside; K. Cowes; D. Dimock; A. Allegrezza; N.
Erickson; W. Bates; R. Dann; C. Beck; J. Ostrowski.
First Row: J. Johnson J. Santosuosso; W. Adams. Second Row: R. Murphy; B. Wells; W. Standley;
J. Macko; D. Woodman; T. Trafidlo; P. Bachelder; B. Hines. Third Row: R. Tolokan; W. Savola; F. Plye;
N. Obermeyer; G. Mitschang; D. Nevers. Fourth Row: J. Day; R. Stone; G. Garach; T. Harris; D. Carlson.
Fifth Row: C. Frary; R. Danglemayer; F. Dolan; R. Church; J. Gallo; S. Cohen; J. Wefherell. Sixth Row:
T. Pease; J. Schmidt; D. McCarthy. Seventh Row: F. Valego; R. Holler.
masque
*3
varsity
First Row: R. Rounds; R. Stow; B. Belville; H. Schroeder; A. Hoffman; R. Hawei. Second Row: C. Goddard;
K. Olsen; W. Lankau; W. Zinno; H. Taylor; R. Maynard; P. Vajcovec; G. Vittat; R. Ryczek; J. ApostoJos.
Third Row: R. Najaka; S. Szymanski; H. Forrest; M.. Oliver; P. Moran; D. McCaffrey; L. Hull; J. Camera.
skeptical chymists
ub
Dr. F. Butler; C. Beck; D. Dunklee; R. Hokanson; R. Bedford; T. Boyle; P. Abajian,- K. Benton;
F. Stone; R. Parker; J. Spencer; J. Lonergan; J. Bucciaglia; H. Hoyen.
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protestant
christian
fellowship
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H. Monde; B. Morgan; R. Pueschel; B. Morse.
First Row: B. Maccaoee; J. Whalen. Second Row: C. Flugel; F. Stone; D. Gendron; R. Snell;
G. Whiteside; B. Lorsen. Third Row: P. Behmke; H. Williams; R. Johnson; J. Dunn; A. Trippi;
H. Wright. Fourth Row: J. Lauterbach; D. Cooley; P. Hopkinson; E. Megathlin; D. Sanford.
boyntonians
^S.J
.' I * .,—
r "
radio
club
First Row: P. Pearson; M. Cross; L. Pihl; P. Ramsden; B. Kaszeta. Second Row: D. Getchell; J.
Schmidt; D. Stone; G. Fargo; D. Klimaj; D. Norton; C. Foster. Third Row: F. Borgeson; F. Walton;
E. Cheffetz. Fourth Row: A. Goddard; H. Sachs; G. Tammi.
newman club
First Row: P. Bujak; A. Barrett; F. Kennedy; D. Heath; R. Dube; J. Fee
R. Zipfel; W. Fini; E. Killian. Second Row: C. DeSimone; M. Cavanagh
H. Trippi; J. Nano; O. Mendez; J. Kerrissey; R. Naventi; B. Belanger
R. Sywak; R. Hopkins; R. Czech; J. Gliwski. Third Row: L. Benoit
L. Kudarauskas; W. Cote; C. Roberts; J. Passaro; C. Durkin; A. Gian
notti; T. Trafidlo; M. Salvini; E. Wilusz; D. Klimaj; J. Oldziey; W.
Gowdy; G. Elko; L. Nelson; R. Kokernak; C. Bradbury. Fourth Row:
R. Coates; P. Moran; R. Kennedy; A. Fiore; F. Caban; I. Shea; v.
Berube; D. Simpson; R. Berry; M. Mauro; P. Kudless; R. Zahnke;
F. Valego; J. Rahaim; J. Gibson; J. Hart.
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rifle club
Kneeling: E. Popolizio, G. Dexter, C. Pike, R. St. Pierre. Standing:
M. Soja, E. Neister, E. Gulliksen, D. Stone, D. Coombe, S/Sgt. Johnson.
First Row: D. Murphy, W. Swiger, J. Day, J. Schmidt, R. Stone, K. Allard. Second Row: D. Wilson, W.
Eddy, B. Zahnke. Third Row: R. Allen, W. Remillong, C. Frary, C. Cutler, J. Petrie, Prof. Howe. Fourth
Row: S. Harrington, A. Downs, P. Ramsden.
lens and
ights club
JOH
band First Row: D. Wilson, P. Hopkinson, R. Navanti, R. Stowe, J. Thwing, S. Harrington, R. Bertrand. SecondRow: Mr. W. Lynch, R. Johnson, R. Piasecki, H. Williams, W. Eddy, G. St. Germain, R. Finn, A. Suydam.
Third Row: J. Day, J. Dunn, J. Lauterbach, G. Cordes, R. Scofield, F. Behmke, B. Larsen.
debating society
W. Fini,
E. Scherer,
W. Phillips,
R. Peura,
W. Behn.
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chess
club
Seated: T. Marston; R. Kusaba; D. Dunklee; R. Craig. Standing: S. O'Brien; P. MacCalden; S. Frymer;
R. Green.
First Row Mrs Shipman;
Dean E. Hollowi; Mri Scott;
Mrt Hollo*!. Second Row:
A. Smalarz; G. Razelos, R
P.ck-tt; M Kyow Third
Row 0. drWirltrr; J Gjeit-
vonq, W Zitch; C li, J.
Klafitad; S. Oonahur, T
Puttaiwamy; D. Dunkl'
locobucci; Prof. A Bock
cosmopolitan club
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First Row: D. Johnson; C. Hopkins; R. Greene; G. Ordway; P. Kimball; C. Roberts; J. Santosuasso.
Second Row: R. Holler; J. Littlefield; D. McCarthy; R. Thompson.
camera c ub
bridge
club
'
1l#r^
R. Beaber; W. Kuczek; E. Brabazon; M. Soja.
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nautical club
First Row: F. Walton; P. Fenner. Second Row: H. Connell; J. Fee; J. Macko.
Third Row: A. Suydam; F. Scofield; R. Rounds; P. MacCalden.
First Row: H. White; A. Barrett; R. Germann; R. Merrick; D. Berube; E. Chenoweth; P. Fenner; J. Braley.
Second Row: F. Czybulka; S. Anderson; R. Sullivan; S. Petrovits; C. Proctor; C. Pike; T. Lincoln; W. Bowen;
B. Adams; C. Roberts; T. Newman; P. Gray.
ski club
Standard Bearer: R. Allen. The ranks: D. McCarthy; J. Wilson; E. Obermeyer; R. Hawes;
P. Blackman; R. Shell; J. Dowgielewicz; R. Demers; M. White; G. Popolizio; W. Hines;
C. Hyde; S. Wicker L. Nelson.
pershing rifles
art society
M. Penti;
T. Modzelewski;
D. Signori;
R. Schultz;
E. Brabazon;
B. Maccabee;
G. Coram.

fraternities
bull sessions ... an empty stein . . .
weekends ... a moment of anger . . .
years of friendship
. . . coffee and dexedrine
. . .
staggeringly happy and staggering
. . .
bridge marathons
. . . Sat. nights and Sun. mornings
efficiency breaks . . . waxing a floor . . .
these are
the memories.
the unique ones who were leaders . . .
the ever enthusiastic athletes
. .
.
the house beatnik . . . the quiet ones . . .
the always necessary followers
. . .
the high honors men . . . the play boy . . .
the thinkers . .
.
these are
the men.
secrecy and candle light
. . . mystic symbols
. . .
idyllic traditions
. .
.
behind which lie the principles of optimistic youth:
hope . .
.
ambition
. . . union and common purpose . .
individual endeavor with a bond . . . brotherhood . .
these are
the ideals.
memories, men, ideals
these are . .
.
the fraternity.
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DENNY SNAY
= »ES DEMI
RON PUESCHEL ROG FLOOD
»EC SEC=E TAR- CORR SECRETARY
PETE BORDEN
TREASURER
LARRY BASCOM
JIM CLARK PHIL FOOTE JIM MAGALDI JIM KELLY JOHN McGUIRE ROG CARLSON
TOM DONEGAN BO KUEHN PETE WILLIAMSON DICK HEALING PAUL KRANTZ JACK McGRATH PAUL KEATING TOV GANLEY
JERRY McGEE JACK RYDER TONY BANTLY JIM HANNA SANDY CAMPBELL BOB RICHMOND DICK COX DAVE WAIT
I .
Phil GiANTRlS KlRBY HOLCOMBE TAK TSUJITA JOHN BODEN BUDDY WATSON BOB BROWNLEE NICK BARONE ROLLIE CORWIN
BILL NIMS /I VakTiNF BILL BENTLEY JOHN BARTLETT AL JOHNSON
phi gamma delta
FRANK TWITTY BOB RONDANO BUTCH MORGAN STEVE HARVEY PETE DORNEMANN DAVE MONKS
^PP
DAVE CLAYTON WALT HIPP BUTCH ALTENBURG DESHA BEAMER
JIM DOBROWOLSKI JOHN NANO GONZALO TROCHEZ RON TILL BERG ROY CORNELIUS
w
';V
JOHN KOPCHIK JOE ACKER KEN LINELL ANDY MORAN AL D'PIETRO MIKE SMITH ORLANDO MENDEZ
DAVID R MALLEY CLINTON A INGLEE ROBERT J SCALZI J GARY DYCKMAN KENNETH R. PREFONTAINE JOHN J SAVIOLI MICHAEL F SALVINI
PAUL A SCHUSTER DONALD E.WILLIAMS RICHARD G. MOORE RICHARD C FORTIER
sigma alpha epsilon
• urn
RICHARD LUNDGREN CHARLES L SEMPREBOI
(NE E BLANCHARD W RANDALL CLOW STEPHEN J FORMICA JAMES R LITTLEFIELD LEE J. SOLAROLI RAYMOND C.JACQUES JOSEPH B.WRIGHT JAMES P. MALLOY
JOHN T WILSON CHARLES W.CLARK HENRY A SCHNECK RONALD 6. FRIEND ROY B. WARFIELD AL E.DUNHAM MARK C.ANDERSON JEFFREY W. THWING
RAYMOND J. AGNELLO LOUIS P MIGLIOZZI PETER MARSTON JOHN GOWEN ALAN K.COOPER ALFRED H.HEMINGWAY RICHARD FARRELL
EDWARD J. FALKOWSKI EDWARD P. IACCARINO JOHN J. FRUCCI JR. WILLARD W GOODWIN JR. STEPHEN P. MOZDEN FRANCO A BASEGGIO HARRY P. MclNTYRE JOSEPH J. MIELINSKI JR.
ALBERT J BRODEUR JR. DONALD L.CHAFFEE A STEPHEN OTIS PHILIP A, MORRISSETTE RONALD E LEMANSKY STANLEY JBELCINSKI PETER A BIZZIGOTTI
DAVID ADAMS CHARLES A WOODWARD RAYMOND F. BRODEUR JOHN T APOSTOLOS
VICE PRESIDENT REC SECRETARY TREASURER ASS'T TREASURER
RICHARD K.WAGNER
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C E WHEELER D H STONE R C HOLLER R A CALVERT R J 2AVATKAY A W MOKSU D H CROWELL R B LEON
W N LOVI6 G R GARACH R A SISK F DOLAN G.W CORDES RRDEMERS J C HORNSTRA RE HAWES W SCOTT HAGAR
SILARAIS L. PHILLIPS F A BENHAM R A HOWARD D. G FRANKLIN RG CHURCH J. P GALLO R. C. STOW E.AOBERMEYER
W R PHILLIPS S DONAHUE JR M A KULIG J R SANTOSUOSSO R M DELLORFANO P R CONLIN JR W M ADAMS H H WRIGHT D G NEVERS
R C MARC JP AH HOFFMAN w R STANDLEY R D CASE
.. f • • r t i- MC I
P CMIJ
to»" \t
'
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R C BOUCHARD SB WICKER JR DEAPPLEYARD TPKUDRON F F VALEGO FHPYLE R. W. TREFRY A. C WARNEF JR
G. N LEMMON D.B.HERMANN DC SUNDBERG RJ KOST GB ORDWAY
W. F HINES T J HOMON D K WHITE R. P. TOLOKAN J. C. MACKO J T O'KEEFE
M C. COSGROVE T.B.HARRIS
A S DALE R E WEISS E.J KALINOWSKI W J SAVOLA JR
alpha tau omega
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theta chi
HARRY L OWLETT CHARLES R ENNIS WILLIAM J KASZETA ED CURTIS
oSltfiiift
PETER P BURKOTT SEYMOUR WILLIAMS D WILLIAM J HEALY WALTER F ROACH GARY GOSHGARlAN D WHITESIDE DENNIS W BALOG FREDERIC C SCOFIELD
(REDERIC L T CABAN JAMES E SHEA STEPHEN G PETROVITS ROGER J ZIPFEL WILLIAM H BEHN
JAMES W MacFARLANE ROGER C McGEE EOWARD P GOSLING W KENNETH A BACKER ROBERT "MIKE" MALBON GERARD J. ST GERMAIN ROGER w READ JOHN MACHONIS JR
EDWARD A PLATOW HAROLD B TAYLOR THOMAS A SHERROCK ROBERT M DESMOND BRUCE W LARSEN THOMAS B NEWMAN JR
STEPHEN B BROWNELL EDWARD N.SANTOS DAVE LAANANEN M.STEPHEN LAJOIE TOM W SPARGO JOHN H GOSELIN EARLE MEGATHLIN JR PAUL S RAMSDEN JR ART M ZWEiL
CHESTER J SERGEY JR EVERETT J. SHOLL KENNETH W.TERRY DAVID A. COOMBE STEPHEN L.CLOUES THOMAS R. LEE DENIS K BERUBE WILLIAM D GALEBACH DONALD L KERR
JOHN R LEWIS ROBERT B EDWARDS JAMES L HAMMETT JR WILLIAM E.LIGHTFOOT GARRETT H DEVLIEG DONALD P JOHNSON DAVID B COOLEY EDWARD A KAZANJIAN JEFFREY H BAILf
£Md
CHARLES T HOPKINS JOSEPH N PASSARO JR ALLEN J BARRETT WALLACE P FINI RICHARD L KILLKELLEY LAWRENCE E NELSON H JOHN BRALEY RUSSELL W MOREY PAUL M CASTLE
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J. 0. KEATING
PRESIDENT
J. A. VELEZIS R. M MARTINEZ R. A. GARVAIS
VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY TREASURER
R C. KEIRSTEAD H. P TORCELLINI J H GEFFKEN J V BEAULAC T. E. CHECHILE M. F. WOODILLA A. R.ROBERTS
%%m
R H ERIKSSON A C MALCHIODI JR C C. GUASTAFERRO R. S OLSON G. L. KLANDER R. G. BENNETT R L BURR
P K OAWLESS W F NICKERSON R B GILLIS PER OBERBECK J M OOLBOW F. G SONNTAG T. P. ARCARI
1 ii
J A LAGANA R J FAZZALARO B J GALLAGHER G T POLLNOW J S WARBURTON D H FOLEY R V PIERSZALOWSKI JR
ambda chi alpha
J. L. DAILY D. A. TONE T. A. ZAGRYN
A. N. LUHTALA B. M. JUHOLA A. W. CASE JR. A. CROCE
P. W. MARINER R. W. BROWN A.A.SMALARZ D. A. HARRIS F. J. THORN F. G. DIONNE
B. F DUESEL K. W GORDON J H. HOLMES J S JENKINS R W SPOTTISWOODE m F. J YOHAN B. M SUROWIECKI 223
TOM TRANSUE JEFF POTTER MARTY MASTROlANNI CHARLEY SLAMA WALT KUCZEK JERRY TOUPIN RICHIE PIASECKI JIM GREENE
JOHN VYTAL JOE WALORZ JOHN GUTHBERTSON VANCE HICKIN
ART PRATT BRUCE GILBERT CLARK GESSWEIN DAVE SIGNORI DAVE STONE MIKE PENTI
phi sigma kappa
JIM PARKER JOHN SISTARE
7JA
ERIC SWEED PETE BONDY DOUG KING GREG DEXTER BILL PETE RON FINN DICK DESMARAIS RAY HOPKINS
BILL GUIDI BILL WYMAN TAD KUCERA BILL JOBERT MARTY SOJA rqg ARMATA JOHN LEE JIM HILLS
BOB JACOBY JOHN WRIGHT JIM MAIN BUD WEST BILL HOPKINS BOB WAITE ERIC ZINK HAL WRIGHT
WALLY ARELL KEN WEST MARTY AKERSON CARL STOUTENBERG RON SCHULTZ ED BRABAZON BEN BRUNELL BILL CLARK
PETER BAKER
VICE PRESIDENT
JIM DUNHAM
SECRETARY
BRUCE OCHIEANO RON LUBOWICZ
TREASURER TREASURER
Qno lici i r\D
DICK GOODELL ROBERT A SINUC CARL P KIMBALL GEORGE R STEVENS KARL B. PAPlERNIK GEORGE E GRIMMELL LYNN A. BIUCK1E EARL A SCOTT JAY J BOTOP JOSEPH R CRUPI
PETER K SOMMER PHILIP I BACHELDER RUSSELL KOELSCH PETER A.HEIBECK BRUCE R WEBBER HARRY F WOOD JOHN P . JACOBSON RONALD G GREENE JAMES F. MILLS HARRY A. MILDONIAN
JAN W MOREN CHARLES F HUNNICUTT JOHN K WRIGHT KENNETH B ADRIAN MALCOLM M«cGREGOR WILLIAM E ZETTERLUND PAUL N NYSTROM CARL S HANSON ALLAN W. LOW DAVID W GEIGER
STEVEN B SACCO ROBERT R OANGELMAYER JAMES E GAFFNEY PAUL B ROSEEN JR. ERNEST E CHENOWETH PETER R FENNER A STANLEY KOCHANEK ROBERT J GEIGER ARTHUR R BODWELL J MICHAEL ANDERSON
A DOWNE DONALO A GHlZ ANOREW SKEIE RONALD J RUSTIGIAN WILLIAM E FERGUSON W THEODORE SWANSON RICHARD R BROWN WILLIAM S INGALLS JR THOMAS E RAY ROBERT E MURPHY
GEORGE ELORlOGE RICHARO L LAZAR RICHARD T DANN GEORGE P VlTTAS WILLIAM C ZINNO NISHAN TESHOIAN CHARLES N GODDARD GERALD W HARTMAN
DARREL J. KOST STEPHEN K.TAYLOR KYLE T. ONORICEK ROBERT M HOLT PAUL F. PETERSON STEPHEN J. HEBERT RICHARD B.NELSON STEWART W.NELSON JEFFREY E HEYWOOD RONALD C HAYDEN
DONALD R HAZEN DONALD 6. MUNSON ROBERT D. KLAUBER R.TODD VARNUM WILLIAM S. SHURBET DAVID A HELMING HAROLD J. ERICKSON JR. DELBERT KIMBALL
EARL T. FRATUS CHARLES G. MENZIGIAN RICHARD B ALLEN
sigma phi epsilon
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phi kappa theta
PAUL ft VAJCOVEC JOHN D CAMERA ROBERT ROUNDSJR DOUGLAS W ANDERSON ROGER L ftRKO
u^nu
I WOBAH OAVIO 3 SAWICKI PETER J BOWES WALTER E HENRTJR GENE R OIONNE MICHAELS DEMBSKI THOMAS J TRAFIDLO MICMAfL T PORTANOVA HARRYS FORREST JERRY F MORRIS
RONALD f MAVtNTl JOC KEfmiSStY JOHN J BRAUN ROBERT P KOKERNAK PETER JOHN KUDLESS THOMAS P BRASISKIS JAMES A MARONEY
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THEODORE P ZOLIJR JOHN J SALERNO HENRY B SCHROEDER WALTER E LANKAUJRPRESIDENT VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY TREASURER
DAVID R EKSTROM THOMAS L MAIONEY ALBERTO OtLIMA ROBERTO JAMAITIS ALFRED A BARTKIEWICZ TIMOTHY M SHEA FRANCIS E KENNEDY HERBERT W HEAD
LOUIS A CASTRIOTTA ROBERT P KOSTKA PAUL E CAHALEN THOMAS G HOPPER MAURICE R SIIVESTRIS RAYMOND G. DUBE
RICHARD H RYCZEK VICTOR A MARONI THOMAS R SOKCH.OWSKI DAVID D MCCAFFREY RICHARD B KENNEDY ALBERT J METRIK WILLIAM A COTE MILTON P DENTCH EUGENE S. KILLIAN JOHN E BRADLEY RAYMOND L SCHWARZ
ROBERT E. MOURNIGHAN ANTHONY M TRIPPI CHARLES R ELFREICH STANLEY SZYMANSKI FRANK E STONE PETER J TANCREDI MICHAEL J CAVANAUGH CHARLES J. DlSIMONE JOHN F. HENRICKSONJR PAUL L GIUSTI JAMES J MALONE
JAMES F FEE ROBERT H CAHILL RUSSELL B TRASK PHILIP B RYAN DAVID S. L.RUE CHARLES J DURKIN MICHAEL F OLIVER ALBERT C GIANNOTTIJR GEORGE W MITSCHANG PETER R COLLETTE JOHN P VALLE
CHRISTOPHER BRADBURY MICHAEL NAPOLITANO RONALD A TATA JAMES A COCCI JOSEPH C PATCH A RALPH FIORE JR JOSEPH J PASTIC LOUIS N USICH ROBERT J COATES ANDREWJ KUDARAUSKAS ROBERT H KULLAS
L THOMAS BENOIT J RONALD CRUMP ROBERT J SULLIVAN RAYMOND L BERRY BRIAN N BELANGER DONALD G SIMPSON JOHNGRAHAIM KENNETH E JOHNSON LAWRENCE PENONCELLO MICHAEL R MAURO MICHAEL S BLANCARTE 229
JERRY WAXMAN
(JIB!
CARL YOUNGMAN ELLIOT WYNER
lT master EXCHEQUER
ED SCHERER
MOUS E MANAGER
FRED SIFF
LEDGE MASTER
BRIAN SINDER
STEWARD
LEE GLOBERSON STEVE KAUFMAN DAN KAGAN DICK KASHNOW FRED JACOBY NORM FINEBERG MITCH WEINGRAD LARRY ESCOTT
BARRY KADETS pH | L FINE AL GROSS STEVE BEGES STEVE BORAKS EDD CHEFFETZ STEVE RUDNICK LEN FELDMAN
SID KLEIN STEVE GROSSMAN DAVE SCHWABER STEVE SUTKER MARV BERGER MIKE SHAPIRO JORDAN DERN HOWIE ROTHMAN
ktlfc*
MEL - BILL B JFRRf PARKER IRA KAPLAN MARTY LEVINE DAVE BURWEN HOWIE LIEBERMAN
alpha epsilon pi
ED MENCOW STEVE MITTLEMAN
MICKEY FRIEDMAN DAVE LUBER JERRY NIMBERG BOB PLUM JAY SEGAL SIG DICKER
TED PELLER ED SIEGEL JOEL MILLER JERRY KATZ STEVE KAISER BOB LEVINE STEVE BERMAN SID KAYE
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DON NITSCHE PETE LUKESH ROMAN SYWAK BOB THOMPSON JIM DUNN CAM HYDE HEY WILLIAMS PHIL HOPK1NSO.N
- - I L^J
ALAN GEORGE MIKE WENIS CHAS. SEAVER PHIL GAITHER JOHN ZWYNER BILL EIDT LARRY HILL
BUTCH GORDON JR JIM GUSTAFSON
BRUCE MACCABEE JOHN WETHERELL BOB ALLISON JOHN LINDOUIST
tau kappa epsilon
GERRY LUCAS TED PERO JOE WHALEN JOHN PETRIE CHARLIE PIKE PETE BICKFORD GEORGE FARGO BOB HUNT JR.
frikfi
BILL BOND JR. JIM CALVIN TOM PEASE STEVE ERHARD DEN BARLOW PETE BEHMKE PHIL NYBERG BRUCE WILLERUPCo
LARRY PROULX MAC HARPER J. B. LAWSON BOB MORSE BOB BARNED LARRY HULL B0B BRIDGMAN DICK PARZUCHOWSKI
DAVE BOVA JAY HOCHSTAINE ART DARLEY JOHN TUFANO PAUL STAKUN
DAVE KILIKEWICH
PRESIDENT
JORGE L. ROSQUETE JOHN P. STONE DONALD M. RUEF ALLEN A. SWEET CHARLES S. KNOTHE
BERNARDO COLLADO RICHARD A. STONE WILLIAM H. WHARTON MICHAEL W. BOYD
JEFFREY S. CHEYNE CHARLES S. FRARY H JOSEPH J. OSVALD RICHARD W. REYNOLDS LAWRENCE E. PIHL
PAUL J SROKA ALLEN H. DOWNS WAYNE E EDDY
VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY TREASURER
KENNETH W BROWN
piiMior Ml
ALAN H. SUYDAM ROBERT E. TOWLE PAUL M. BUJAK
#
KENNETH D. ALLARD
psi theta nu
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in retrospect
In the fabrication of this book, the staff has attempted to purge its minds of the
concepts which have ruled those of the past. Perhaps, had we no contact with those
previous journals, the '63 PEDDLER would not be burdened with traditional thought.
But this is not true.
In the search for a style of yearbook that conveyed the reality of four years at
Tech, we enlisted the aid of various school. With realistic journalism as the adage,
modern yearbooks exist in someplaces as critiques of the faculty, administration, or
student body; elsewhere, as journalism (and art) for its own sake. Yet this book's
sole end is to portray those memories, be they desirable or no, which make Tech.
The measure of our success is reflected in your acceptance.
The frustrations of many, the joys of a few, this publication has meant loss of
sleep, late lab reports, and possibly lower grades. Yet its rewards are not quanti-
tative; they cannot be weighed against the pains. Not even the Red Vector could
place a grade on our satisfaction.
Higher than this, however, is the praise of one's contemporaries. The following
men are this PEDDLER. If you enjoyed their work, stop them and thank —
Saint, my crying towel, whose never ending drive, enthusiasm, and complete
dedication made this book financially possible,
Rog, the man whose varied responsibilities could only have been met with his
varied talents,
Ken, who kept reminding us to keep our thoughts out of traditional ruts,
Sonny, whose ideas I initially rejected, later to call them my own,
Butch, the keeper of the financial records and the peddler of our wares,
Murph, our hardworking photography editor,
the other editors, Dan, Jim, and Fred,
the junior make-up staff, Tom, Ed, Dave, and Gene, the men whose ideas were
always rejected,
the photographers, principally Buster, Steve, George, Jim, Joe, and Sandy, who
took many more pictures than appear inside these covers,
those men who wrote this book's entire copy, Gary, Dick, and George,
the ad staff, particularly Pete,
the make-up staff, especially Wayne, Wally, Don, Dave, and Bill,
the salesmen, Bruce, Don, and Terry,
our typists, Arlene, Edie, and Peggy,
Marvin Richmond, our professional photographer, especially for his senior
portraits and sports' pictures,
Robert Moore, our representative from O'Toole Publishing Co., who always
accepted our postponements of deadlines with a smile, and a silent
curse, and
Dr. Schwieger, our faculty advisor, a constant reminder to balance the budget.
These men were the panacea for my high blood pressure. To them, my THANKS.
~^Zct A I^X.
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advertisements
the accomplishments
of this yearbook
are paid
in three ways:
the pain is paid by us—
the pride is paid by you—
the price is paid by our advertisers.
we all need
the following concerns.
please patronize them!
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Class of
1966
^^D
We came,
238
Class of
1965
'G^O
We saw,
239
Class of
1964
We conquered,
240
Class of
1963
J©
or at least most of us did.
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To the Class of 1963
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR ACHIEVEMENT
and
WELCOME TO MEMBERSHIP
in the
W.P.I
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
242
THE HONORARY COLLEGIATE JOURNALISM SOCIETY
PI DELTA EPSILON
243
244
(compliments
of
TAU BETA PI
ALPHA CHAPTER OF MASSACHUSETTS
245
THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING HONOR SOCIETY
ETA KAPPA NU
GAMMA DELTA CHAPTER
246
PI TAU SIGMA
"Was man weiss, hat kienen Wert;
was man nicht weiss, das halt einen auf."
CICERO
compliments
of
CHEMICAL HONOR
SOCIETY
247
Compliments of
INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL
WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
Phi Gamma Delta
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Alpha Tau Omega
Theta Chi
Lambda Chi Alpha
Phi Sigma Kappa
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Phi Kappa Theta
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Tau Kappa Epsilon
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CHI EPSILON
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ght in our M.E.
several racing trophies on Go-Kart
tracks. He was president of the Tech
Auto Club.
On Friday. October 12. he was
watching the Kart racing at the Hub-
bardston Karting Course when he was
struck by lightning.
Again one of our men. a Tech Man,
has left the Hill because of his quest
for adventure. Again we can but hope
to remember the good he left
. . . and
pray to God that there may be an-
other life for him to find the answers
that he sought.
READ
THE
TECH
NEWS
SOCIETY
NEWS
Many of the W.P.I, student chap-
ters of engineering and scientific pro-
fessional societies either have held or
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— WHERE PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING BEGINS
A.I.Ch.E.
A.S.C.E.
A.I. P.
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Congratulations
to the
Class of 1963
CARLSTROM PRESSED METAL
COMPANY, INC.
WESTBORO, MASSACHUSETTS
244 MAIN STREET
The House of Quality
APPLIANCES
FINE FURNITURE— GIFTS
John W. Coghlin, Class of '19
Edwin B. Coghlin, Sr., Class of '23
Edwin B. Coghlin, Jr., Class of '56
Compliments
of
TURNER MOTOR COACH
SERVICE
301 ELM STREET
FITCHBURG, MASSACHUSETTS
CHARTERED BUSSES OUR SPECIALTY
Telephone DI 2-0307
Compliments
of
fX&mtt.
ess."
CHAIN BELT COMPANY
ROLLER CHAIN DIVISION
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
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Compliments Compliments
of of
YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
CAMPUS BARBER SHOP WAITE'S STORE
119 HIGHLAND STREET
"YOUR COLLEGE BARBER SHOP"
C
V J
)
113B HIGHLAND STREET COOPER'S FLOWERS
WORCESTER, MASS.
H
COURTESY — QUALITY — SERVICE
133 HIGHLAND STREET
Proprietor: Paul Dadian
( ^ WORCESTER 2, MASSACHUSETTS
Y
01 Over a Century of Service in Supplying America 's Schools -
A | Thus Serving America's Youth
MILTON
BRADLEY
Milton Bradley offers a quality line of
drawing and Art Room Furniture
expertly designed and classroom tested.
Matchless Appearance Long Service
Flexible Efficiency Greater Economy
Metal Angle Braces Functional Sturdiness
Safety Locking Device Plastic Tops
Drawing and Industrial
Art Table— No. 9368 LP
MILTON BRADLEY COMPANY
NEW YORK
Springfield 2, Massachusetts
CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO
DENHOLMS For service and adjustments
MEN'S WORLD
your
. .
. in a choice location, thought out for your
convenience. HERFF JONES
Come directly into it from Main Street, with-
out having to set foot in another department.
You'll like it!
Representative
RADIO MAINTENANCE SUPPLY
James Corr
COMPANY
WINDSOR ROAD
WHOLESALE
SUDBURY, MASSACHUSETTS
Radio and Electronics
Hi-Fi Systems
Hilltop 3-2715
Telephone PL 6-8311 Official Jewelers — School Rings
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HILL BRONZE ALLOYS
COMPANY
Established 1928
NON-FERROUS CASTINGS
MATERIALS OF ENGINEERING
TAINTER AND GARDNER STREETS
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
NANIGAN'S
CLEANERS and LAUNDERERS
i lie nt Sen Outstanding Quality
Student Discount
Compliments
of
BAY STATE HARDWARE COMPANY
TOOL RENTAL SPECIALIST"
BOYLSTON M WOlu ESTER MASS.
II Tashjian
( [ass of '31
Compliments of
COES KNIFE COMPANY
MACHINE KNIVES and HARDENED
STEEL WAYS
72 COES STREET
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
C. K. SMITH & CO., INC.
Over 60 Years of Service
HEATING OILS— BURNERS
BOILER UNITS
24 Hour Service
PL 3-1475
390 MAIN STREET WORCESTER, MASS.
Compliments
»f
WORCESTER TELEGRAM
THE EVENING GAZETTE
SUNDAY TELEGRAM
Radio Stations
WTAG and WTAG-FM
254
Compliments of
E. L DAUPHINAIS, INC.
TOP QUALITY— "READY MIXED CONCRETE"
85 two way radio equipped transit mixed trucks
Serving central Massachusetts
Main Office: NORTH GRAFTON
Phones: Worcester PL 7-4502
Grafton VE 9-4475
KESSEU & MORSE COMPANY
Masons Supplies— Building Materials
Transit Mixed Concrete
Tile and Floor Covering Installations
242 CANTERBURY STREET
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
MARK, INC.
Natural Model Clothing
330 MAIN STREET
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
COMPLIMENTS
OF
THE FRIENDLY ICE CREAM SHOP
101 HIGHLAND STREET WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
HENRY L. HANSON
COMPANY
nf
i DIBS
B. BLOOMFIELD & COMPANY
AbCO Smelters - Refiners - Distributors
Buyers of Scrap Iron and Metals
NON-FERROUS ALLOYS
1»AIII MA*K
KANSAS STREET WORCESTER 10, MASS.
I'l I is.mt 6-3001 or 6-M01
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CENTRAL SUPPLY CO.
Everything in
PLUMBING, HEATING and WATER SUPPLIES
39 WALDO STREET
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
GOYETTE'S SERVICE STATION
"AT THE SUNOCO SIGN"
Phone PL 3-9579
102 HIGHLAND STREET WORCESTER, MASS.
OLSON MANUFACTURING
COMPANY
100 PRESCOTT STREET
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
SCREW
MACHINE
PRODUCTS
Compliments
of the
RODNEY HUNT MACHINE
COMPANY
Established Since 1840
• WATER CONTROL EQUIPMENT
• TEXTILE MACHINERY
• INDUSTRIAL ROLLS
• PROCESS EQUIPMENT
122 MILL STREET
ORANGE, MASSACHUSETTS, U.S.A.
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IN THE HEART OF THE COMMONWEALTH
Worcester, known as The Industrial Capitol of New England, boasts a
rare combination of industrial and cultural institutions. Five Worcester
colleges have contributed substantially of their knowledge, research and
personnel to local business, industry and culture. The more than 800
businesses in Worcester have done their part by providing services, con-
sumer goods and jobs to raise the standard of living of Worcester resi-
dents to an unheard of high.
The same qualities which have made our city such a success are in-
herent in The Heald Machine Company. Those qualities are a firm foun-
dation built on oldtirrie Yankee skill, and a promising future built into
a modern plant and facilities as well as the use of the most highly ad-
vanced techniques in our research and development programs.
Heald holds to the premise and belief that Worcester will grow in
proportion to the growth of its industry.
Every Heald machine reaches far and wide, bringing the name of the
City of Worcester to the far corners of the free world on products labeled
Heald.
Heald and Worcester have grown together. Heald looks forward to
many more mutually beneficial years of growth in the Heart of the
Commonwealth.
THE HEALD MACHINE COMPANY
Subsidiary of the Cincinnati Milling Machine Company
WORCESTER 6, MASSACHUSETTS
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^4 favorite
restaurant
of Tech under-
graduates and
Alumni
for nearly
100 years.
PUTNAM & THURSTON'S
RESTAURANT
19-27 MECHANIC STREET Free Parking
Compliments
of
I. B. M.
CORPORATION
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
Compliments
of
YANKEE PRODUCTS COMPANY
WHOLESALE FOOD
DISTRIBUTORS
Compliments
of
MORGAN LINEN SERVICE, INC.
23 HERMON STREET
WORCESTER 8, MASSACHUSETTS
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To the Class of '63 Compliments
HAIL AND FAREWELL!
May these college years linger long in your
memory, and may there forever be a warm spot
in your heart for
of
THE HIGHLANDER JAMESBURY CORPORATION
We Wish You Health, Happiness and
Every Success
ANGELO and JIMMY
THOMAS A. HICKEY, INC.
Your Family Package Stores
ALES, WINES and UQl ORS
BRIERLY, LOMBARD &
COMPANY, INC.
121 HIGHLAND STR1 I 1
Wholesale Distributors of
INDl M RIAL SUPPLIES and EQUIPMENT
PL 4-2637 TR INSMISSIOK SPECIALISTS
26i IIv OLN STR1 i i
PL i 5883
107K)'; FOSTER STREET WORCESTER, MASS.
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Compliments
With Sincere Wishes
of from
THE BAKERS
WORCESTER
of
GAS LIGHT CO. TOWN TALK BREAD
"GAS, THE KEY TO MODERN LIVING"
Compliments of
Display Room—
30 MECHANIC STREET WORCESTER TECH BOOKSTORE
SALISBURY BUILDING
Offices— "the college store"
25 QUINSIGAMOND AVENUE BOOKS — SUPPLIES
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS Jackets Pennants Novelties Gifts
PL 7-8311 Greeting Cards Sundries Stuffed Animals
WMLSofPROGRtSs
BAY STATE ABRASIVE PRODUCTS CO., WESTBORO, MASS., U.S.A.
Manufacturers of all types of Quality Abrasive Products
SUBSIDIARIES
Bay State Abrasive Products Co. (Canada) Ltd., Brantford, Ontario
Felker Manufacturing Company, Torrance, California
Bay State Abrasives S.A., Steinsel, Luxembourg
261
(^ornpttments
of
a
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INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIERS OF
WORCESTER, INC.
Stocking Distributors of
Metal Cutting Tools — Factory Supplies
Power Transmission
212 SUMMER ST. WORCESTER 8, MASS.
LUNDQUIST TOOL & MFG.
COMPANY, INC.
• METAL STAMPINGS
• "INDUSTRIAL" BALL BEARINGS
677 CAMBRIDGE STREET
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
FRANK SULLIVAN CO.
PLUMBING - HEATING CONTRACTORS
AND ENGINEERS
Commonwealth 6-4224-5-6
23 MINER STREET
BOSTON 15, MASSACHUSETTS
Francis J. Sullivan
President
263
WORCESTER PHOTO SHOPPE, Inc.
Everything Photographic
Developing - Printing - Enlarging
Telephone
PL 5-5821
248 MAIN STREET
WORCESTER 8
MASSACHUSETTS
B & B ELECTRICAL CO., Inc.
Electrical Co/nfruction
18 SWORD STREET
AUBURN
IA< HUS1
THE PRESMET CORPORATION
S INT ERINGS
112 HARDING STREET
WORCESTER 4
MASSACHUSETTS
BREWER & COMPANY, Inc.
Established at Worcester in 1852
INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS DIVISION
Acids - Oils
Heavy Chemicals - Starches
41 ARCTIC STREET WORCESTER, MASS.
110 Years of Service
THOREN'S DAIRY
Purveyors to the
Dormitory
OUALITY
DAIRY PRODUCTS
50 PAKACHOAG STREET
AUBURN
MASSACHUSETTS
Compliments of
.
Cham.es jDoWb Box Co.
I NCORPORATE D
manufacturers of
Corrugated Fibre Shipping Containers
WORCESTER 3
MASSACHUSETTS
HARVEY and TRACY, Inc.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
143 DEWEY STREET
WORCESTER
MASSACHUSETTS
Richard L. Tracey, PE
BS in CE, W.P.I. 1948
Francis S. Harvey, PE
BS in CE, W.P.I. 1937
COMPLIMENTS
O F
A FRIEND
ESTES & JOHNSTON
ALL FORMS OF INSURANCE
695 MAIN STREET
WORCESTER
MASSACHUSETTS
Telephones
PL 4-7255 — PL 4-7256
JAMES COWAN & SONS, INC.
WHOLESALE MEATS
& PROVISIONS
20 TEMPLE STREET WORCESTER, MASS.
M. D. HOLMES & SONS CO.
PLUMBING HEATING
AIR - CONDITIONING
J3 Mil. I.BROOK STREET
WORCESTER
MASSACHUSETTS
Compliments of ... .
WORCESTER
TAPER PIN COMPANY
manufacturers of
TAPER PINS DOWEL PINS
Oil Regulating Valves
Screw Machine Products
Al LaGRANGE STREET
WORCESTER
MASSACHUSETTS
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THE VERSATILE MILL
MARKETS IN MINDWITH
Morgan Designed
Mill for Sheffield
has ability to Roll
Wide Product Variety
ROUNDS • HEX'S • SQUARES • EQUAL ANGLES • UNEQUAL ANGLES • FLATS • BEVEL SKELP
Now rolling at three times previous production rate, the Morgan-built
No. 2 rod mill in the Kansas City plant of Armco Steel Corporation's
Sheffield Division was designed to turn out with equal efficiency any
shape in the broad range of product demanded by current market
trends. This example of Morgan creative engineering has gained
world-wide recognition as the fastest 10", 3-strand rod mill
—
proving
again the operating benefits inherent in Morgan know-how and capa-
bilities, accumulated in over 70 years of rolling mill pioneering.
MORGAM
I
T
I WORCESTER I ^1
MORGAN CONSTRUCTION CO.
ROLLING MILLS MORGOIL BEARINGS
WORCESTER. MASSACHUSETTS
WIRE DRAWING MACHINES • COMBUSTION CONTROLS
C. V. BIANCHI AND SONS, INC.
CONSULTANTS
Established 1890
Marble - Tile - Slate
Terrazzo - Granite
All Resilient Floorings
428 SHREWSBURY STREET WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
PL 3-1564
Compliments
IMPERIAL DISTRIBUTORS, Inc. of
Suppliers of GEO. F. BLAKE, INC.
PATENT MEDICINES
and
STEEL - METALS - INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES
TOILET ARTICLES
70 QUINSIGAMOND AVENUE
Available at Your WORCESTER
TFCH BOOK STORE MASSACHUSETTS
NATIONAL GLASS WORKS
DEERHILL DAIRY
Two Convenient Locations
119 SHREWSBURY STREET D. BORIA & SONS
Dial PL 3-7296
372 PARK AVENUE
Dial PL 3-7209
Homogenized
Vitamin "D" Milk
WORCESTER PL 4-0403
sv\r HUSETTS
26S
Grinding . . .
Grinding is viral in the production of automobiles,
airplanes, refrigerators, washing machines, house-
hold and office appliances and hundreds of other
things which you use or come in contact with in
your everyday activities. Only grinding can pro-
duce for the many moving parts in these products
the necessary high precision on a high production
basis.
Wherever grinding is done you will find
NORTON grinding wheels and grinding ma-
chines. The demand for these NORTON products
has built for Worcester the world's largest abrasive
products plant. And NORTON has become a
world-wide organization with plants in eleven
countries — distributors around the world.
NORTON COMPANY • WORCESTER 6, MASS.
269
Compliments
of
WASHBURN - GARFIELD CO.
INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES and
HEATING EQUIPMENT
Pipe - Valves - Fittings
Phone: PL 5-3124
169-171 COMMERCIAL STREET
WORCESTER
MASSACHUSETTS
BEST WISHES
ABDOW SCRAP IRON CO.
18 CANTERBURY STREET
WORCESTER
MASSACHUSETTS
G. T Abdow, '53
COMPLIMENTS
O F
NICK'S COLONIAL GRILL
SALMONSEN'S
FRESH LOCAL MILK
A Better Milk for All the Family
Phone: PL 2-6562
5-7 VICTORIA AVENUE
WORCESTER
MASSACHUSETTS
WORCESTER TECH PROGRESSES
DANIELS HALL —
Granger Contracting Co., Inc
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
BUILDING - MAINTENANCE - REPAIRS
306 MAIN STREET
WORCESTER
MASSACHUSETTS
271
Compliments
of
W. M. STEELE COMPANY, Inc.
POWER TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT
WORCESTER
MASSACHUSETTS
S. I. HOWARD GLASS COMPANY
Mirror - Plate Glass - Industrial Glass
Window Glass
Dial PL 3-8146
379 SOUTHWEST CUTOFF
W. J. SHANNON TRUCKING CO.
RIGGERS
Specialist in Plant Relocation
60 Years of Serving Worcester Industry
129 SUMMER STREET
WORCESTER
MASSACHUSETTS
Phone PL 6-8389
THE GUARANTY BANK & TRUST COMPANY
"Serving the Banking Needs of Central Massachusetts"
with offices in
WORCESTER AUBURN - GRAFTON - LF.OMINSTER
sol fTHBRIDGl STURBRIDGE
Men
I
Mi I)' posit Insurance Corporation
272
Compliments
of
RUDY'S BARBER SHOP
Rudy Mariano, Prop.
IVY LEAGUE HAIRCUTS
Corner of
WEST & HIGHLAND STREETS
YOUR COMPOSITE PHOTOGRAPHER
FRATERNAL COMPOSITE SERVICE, Inc.
810 VARICK STREET
UTICA, NEW YORK
Best Wishes
from
AL BURKE
THE 'NEW BOYNTON
133 HIGHLAND STREET
WORCESTER
MASSACHUSETTS
THE COLORADO FUEL & IRON
CORPORATION
WICKWIRE SPENCER STEEL DIVISION
575 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK 22, N. Y.
SPRINGS & FORMED WIRE DEPT.
PALMER, MASSACHUSETTS
F. W. MADIGAN CO., INC.
General Contractors - Engineers
Francis W. Madigan, Jr., '53
54 MASON STREET
WORCESTER
MASSACHUSETTS
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FORGING OUR SPEARHEADS IN SPACE
To call the roll of America's space efforts—in
missiles, satellites, launch vehicles and space-
craft—is virtually to name the projects which
rely on Wyman-Gordon forgings.
Specialization has made it so. For this is the
one source whose pioneering in the sophisti-
cated metal-forming requirements of flight
dates from the dawn of our air age.
Thus Wyman-Gordon brings to today's space
challenges a record of hot-working achieve-
ment and experience unduplicated in both
environments.
1 Titanium motor case parts totalling 2010 lbs.
2 ICBM heat sink cone; Copper, 1876 lbs.
3 Ported motor closure; 74 lbs., Aluminum.
4 Magnesium turbopump ring gear; 35 lbs.
5 Sustainer ring; 208 lbs., alloy steel.
6 Aluminum airframe ring splice; 53 lbs.
7 Missile blast cone; 237 lbs., carbon steel
8 Stainless steel injector plate; 155 lbs.
9 Payload container; 10 lbs., Beryllium
10 Super-strength steel head; 725 lbs.
11 Missile fin spar; 65 lbs., Aluminum.
12 Thrust cone; 613 lbs., alloy steel.
13 Power system part; 1300 lbs., Columbium.
14 Titanium igniter nozzle; 122 lbs.
15 Pressure bottle half; Titanium, 173 lbs.
16 Astroloy turbopump wheel; 170 lbs.
17 Heat shield backup; 134 lbs., Magnesium
18 Airframe wind arm; 129 lbs., Aluminum.
19 Super-strength steel, 31 00 lb. head.
20 Alloy-steel missile bulkhead; 130 lbs.
21 Tungsten nozzle throat insert; 115 lbs.
22 Aluminum sustainer thrust cone; 110 lbs.
23 Aft closure; 1600 lbs., super-strength steel.
24 Airframe rib spar; 95 lbs., Titanium.
25 Motor-case Titanium closure; 590 lbs.
26 Missile bulkhead; Aluminum, 89 lbs.
27 Beryllium guidance carrier ring; 23 lbs.
28 Booster turbowheel; Rene 41, 948 lbs.
29 Rocket spur gear; 18 lbs., Magnesium.
30 Magnesium satellite canister; 229 lbs.
31 IRBM letevalor ring; 45 lbs., Molybdenum.
32 Missile motor Copper blast cone; 88 lbs.
33 IR8M spacer ring; 78 lbs., Tungsten.
34 Aluminum longeron for ICBM; 36 lbs.
35 launching shoe; 26 lbs., alloy steel.
36 Columbium power system part; 1100 lbs.
37 Tungsten thrust chamber throat; 32 lbs.
38 GMe vehicle component; Rene 41, 3 lbs.
39 Berytn guidance main shaft; 9 lbs.
40 LaajKk vriMdi etam; capability to 1G0M .
71 »>?£> JSP \
.^
This background considerably extends the
scope of Wyman-Gordon forging services.
Here, broad-spectrum capabilities in engineer-
ing, metallurgy and basic research are teamed
with space-oriented facilities to forge vital
components in all areas
—
payload, guidance,
airframe, propulsion, auxiliary power and
ground support.
Consultation can indicate how ultimate per-
formance of your project's critical-mission
hardware may benefit from Wyman-Gordon
breakthroughs in forging exotic and refractory
materials to new design parameters.
WYMAN - GORDON1
FORCINGS
• ' Alvmmmm M«fMli«m S'»»f Titanium amd B»rfllium Molybdenum Colvmbivm and ttthtt u n< omm o n molmoli
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Compliments
of
TREAT'S ICE CREAM
HENRY CAMOSSE & SON INC.
Made by
SMITH & FYFE, INC. HENRY J. CAMOSSE
W.P.I. '53
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THE CAPITOL THEATRE
You'll "NOTIS" the difference
Pizza - 21 Varieties
Italian Sandwiches - Grinders
PIZZA by NOTIS
Avoid Waiting . . .
Call PL 2-9248
137 HIGHLAND STREET
WORCESTER, MASS.
METCALF & EDDY ENGINEERS
Investigations, Reports, Siting, Planning, Design,
Supervision of Operation. Valuations, Research,
Management, Financial Studies.
Soils, Foundations, Waterworks, Sewage Works,
Drainage, Refuse, Industrial Wastes, Airports,
Industrial and Commercial Facilities, Military
Projects.
1300 STATLER BUILDING BOSTON 16, MASS.
BARKER STEEL COMPANY
ENGINEERS and FABRICATORS
Concrete Reinforcing Bars
Member:
Concrete Reinforcing Steel Institute
Office and Warehouse
42 SCHOOL STREET
WATERTOWN 72
MASSACHUSETTS
i new LELAND-GIFFORD developments i
\ j
Unique New Drill Sharpener
LELAND-
GIFFORD
WORCEBTCR 1. M A • • A C M U • C T T •
• Duplicates Any Point Geometry
• Sharpens, Relieves and Thins with Micrometer
Accuracy
• Gives You Longer Drill Life; Cleaner, Truer Holes;
More Drilling Production
This completely new concept in a precision drill grinder
is capable of producing or reproducing any desired point
on any drill from #80 to .250" diameter. The Drill Point
Master will dramatically improve all your drilling opera-
tions and is often the only solution to drilling true holes
in super alloys and exotic materials.
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Branch Offices:
CHICAGO 5 LOS ANGELES
2515 W. Pelerton Ave. 2620 Leonis Blvd.,
Vernon 58, Calif.
CLEVELAND 22
P. O. Box 853 NEW YORK
75 S. Orange Ave.,
DETROIT 21 South Orange, N. J.
10429 W. McNicholt Rood
ROCHESTER 12
INDIANAPOLIS 6 P. O. Box 24,
P. O. Box 1051 Charlotte Station
A. B. DICK PRODUCTS CO.
of Worcester, Inc. REED ROLLED THREAD
DIE CO.
860 MAIN STREET
WORCESTER 10
MASSACHUSETTS
PL 4-4171
Mimeograph - Spirit - Azograph
Offset - Folders - Photocopy
and Supplies
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SYLVANIA LIGHTING PRODUCTS
60 BOSTON STREET
SALEM
MASSACHUSETTS
SYLVANIA
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.
a subsidiary of
GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
Incandescent, Fluorescent and Mercury Vapor Lamps
Photolamps Fluorescent Fixtures Starters Special Light Sources and Components
278
10 HARVARD STREET
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
TELEPHONE PLeasant 2-1921
279
UMOMHHI
Gateway
to better
Yearbooks
T. O'Toole & Sons, one of the
first printers in the nation to pro-
duce yearbooks by offset, bring to
you progressive ideas tempered
by experience and a reputation for
painstaking workmanship. Per-
sonal service to advise you on:
Yearbook Production
Themes
Layout
Use of Color
Fitting Copy
Line Drawings
Advertising
Proof Reading
Photography
Production
Personal Service
At All Times
/. o'toole & sons builds a new plant to aid you
•fc. otoole &
Main Office and Factory
Keeler Avenue, South Morwalk, Connecticut
Tel. TEmple 8-4761 -62-63
Tel. New York City MElrose 5-4112
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